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We present a general framework for studying equational speciflcations with pre-deflned
structures. The axioms of the speciflcations are to deflne new structures in addition to the
given ones. In particular, they may deflne a new operator only partially over some given
domain. Our approach allows one to assign easily semantics to such speciflcations in a
denotational and operational fashion. In order to enable functional-style computations,
we introduce a semantically enriched notion of term rewriting. This rewrite relation also
allows us to infer the consistency of the speciflcation. For the latter purpose one has to
show con°uence modulo the given structures. We outline how to obtain criteria easily
for con°uence and termination of the rewrite relation of discourse by generalizing results
of the classical syntactic rewrite theory.
c° 1999 Academic Press
1. Introduction
1.1. the goal
Conditional equational speciflcations can be regarded as the programs of a declarative
programming paradigm which uses term rewriting as its computation mechanism. This
paradigm is of particular interest as it combines a clear, logic-based semantic founda-
tion with a simple, functional style operationalization. Whereas pre-deflned structures
are available in common programming languages, they are usually missing in rewrite-
based equational speciflcation environments. The reason for this lack seems to be the
fact that the combination of pre-deflned and user-deflned structures causes interference
efiects which complicate the semantical and the operational treatment of the structures
of discourse. However, using pre-deflned structures is attractive for the following rea-
sons: flrst, they allow one to specify at a higher level of abstraction. The \basic world of
interest" may be supplied by the system. It thus need not be constructed by the speci-
fler in a bottom-up fashion. Second, pre-deflned structures may lead to more expressive
power. One is able to build in structures which cannot be specifled within the given
environment. Third, if suitable built-in algorithms are available to treat the pre-deflned
structures, then one may even gain e–ciency.
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This paper contributes to the more general problem of how to incorporate flxed struc-
tures into a given logical programming paradigm. Such an integration may be called
constraint logical programming because computations in such a system involve logical
deduction, constraint solving in the given structure, and a combination of both. An early
and prominent representative of constraint logical programming is the CLP-approach
for Horn logic as the underlying logical calculus, see e.g. Jafiar and Lassez (1987) and
Goguen and Meseguer (1987)). To deflne an instance of constraint logical programming,
one has (1) to flx the syntax of the programs, (2) to deflne precisely the denotational
semantics, and (3) to develop an adequate operational semantics. This can be done to
some extent in a generic way (i.e. covering many instances of constraint logical program-
ming) by using category theory and the notion of institutions, see e.g. Diaconescu (1996).
However, many instance dependent problems remain to be solved, especially in order to
arrive at e–ciently executable operational semantics. In our instance of constraint logi-
cal programming we use Horn logic with equality (but without predicates; they can be
simulated by Boolean valued functions) as the logical calculus and rewriting for the op-
erational semantics. We discuss the problems (1) to (3) directly without any reference
to category theory. We do so because our focus is on modelling a situation appearing
frequently in practice and on the operational semantics of the resulting propramming
language. So we use only concepts everybody in the fleld of rewriting is familiar with.
In this paper we consider hierarchic speciflcations over pre-deflned structures. Such
a structure may be a flxed §0-algebra to be built into the speciflcation as mentioned
above. But we also allow the pre-deflned structures to be a class of algebras, eventually
described by a base speciflcation over §0. This is to model parametric speciflcations.
On top of the pre-deflned structures the speciflcation (partially) deflnes new operators
and/or introduces new structures using new sorts. (If there are no new operators then our
speciflcation setting degenerates to the standard one.) The axioms of our speciflcations
are conditional equations guarded by constraints. Here a constraint is any §0-formula °
and is used to describe the mere base part of the equation.
We flrst rigorously discuss model-semantic aspects of our speciflcations. We associate
a distinguished model to any admissible speciflcation and prove that it is initial in the
class of all models. Then we discuss operational semantics based on rewriting. Here we
show that both semantics coincide for admissible speciflcations. Finally we show that
most concepts (e.g. proving con°uence and termination) known from classical rewriting
carry over to our semantically enriched rewriting.
1.2. the specification setting
Our setting is intended to model the following. (1) Deflnition of algebras that extend a
flxed base algebra: for example, if A0 = (N ;B; +; ⁄; >; true; false) consists of the naturals
and booleans the n one may want to specify the division operator, lists on N and sorting
algorithms on these lists. (2) Deflning algebras polymorphically: for example, we may
allow as base algebras all algebras over F0 = f>g that satisfy the ordering axioms. Then
one may want to deflne lists polymorphically and sorting algorithms on these lists. So
our speciflcation approach strongly supports the aspects of modularity.
In the sequel we give three examples to introduce and motivate our speciflcation tech-
nique. We allow conditional equations guarded by constraints of the form s = t if ¡[[°]]
as axioms of our speciflcations. Constraints ° are formulas over the built-in signature
and are evaluated in the built-in algebra(s). The conditional equations u = v in ¡ are
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evaluated by rewriting. (The examples will show that we need both, constraints and con-
ditions.) We will model partiality by an order-sorted approach. So we associate an error
sort s^ to any base sort s (i.e. sort s of the built-in structure). We distinguish between
base variables and general variables. Base variables are denoted by lower case letters,
they are allowed to be instantiated by base terms only. General variables are denoted by
upper case letters, they may be instantiated by any term.
For the flrst example we assume that the base algebra provides natural numbers and
boolean values as pre-deflned objects and some basic arithmetical operations. For sim-
plicity we describe predicates as boolean functions. The following declarations are to
deflne the \sieve of Erathostenes"|which enables one to compute prime numbers|over
the given base algebra.
Example 1.1.
Pre-deflned structures
sorts : nat;boole
operations : 0; 1; 2 : nat
t; f : boole
+; ⁄;mod : nat;nat! nat
>: nat; nat! boole
given by
the algebra of natural numbers and boolean values
New structures
sorts : list
operations : nil :! list
: : nat; list! list
mem : nat; list! boole
sqrt : nat! nat
isdiv : nat; list! boole
sieve : nat! list
prime : nat! boole
variables : x; y : nat
L : list
deflned by the axioms
mem(x;nil) = f
mem(x; y:L) = t if [[x = y]]
mem(x; y:L) = mem(x; L) if [[x 6= y]]
sqrt(x ⁄ x+ y) = x if [[2 ⁄ x+ 1 > y]]
isdiv(x;nil) = f
isdiv(x; y:L) = t if [[mod(x; y) = 0]]
isdiv(x; y:L) = isdiv(x; L) if [[mod(x; y) 6= 0]]
sieve(0) = nil
sieve(1) = nil
sieve(x+ 1) = (x+ 1): sieve(x) if isdiv(x+ 1; sieve(sqrt(x+ 1))) = f;
[[x > 0]]
sieve(x+ 1) = sieve(x) if isdiv(x+ 1; sieve(sqrt(x+ 1))) = t
prime(x) = mem(x; sieve(x))
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This example is intended to show the power of built-in structures in rewriting. Note that
this speciflcation does not only introduce new operators on top of the built-in algebra but
also the new sort list. The functions mod, + and ⁄ are not deflned by the axioms, they are
the pre-deflned functions on N . This allows one to evaluate the constraints e–ciently.
The deflnition of the new operator sqrt uses also built-in functions. For example, to
evaluate sqrt(5) we need to solve the constraint 5 = x ⁄x+ y; 2 ⁄x+ 1 > y. So, to a large
extent, the computation necessary for rewriting can be done by using e–cient algorithms
for constraint solving. Hence, using built-in structures enhences both, readability of the
speciflcation and e–ciency of rewriting.
The next example is used to specify polymorphically a sorting algorithm and to demon-
strate how we deal with partial functions. We write list to abreviate list(elem).
Example 1.2.
Pre-deflned structures
sorts : elem; list;boole
operations : nil : list
: : elem; list! list
t; f : boole
•: elem; elem! boole
deflned by
the axioms for boolean values and the ordering axioms for •
New structures
operations : min : list! elem
del : elem; list! list
sort : list! list
empty : list! boole
variables : x; y : elem
l : list
X : elem^
L : list^
deflned by the axioms
min(x;nil) = x
min(x; l) = min(l) if min(l) • x = t; [[l 6= nil]]
min(x; l) = x if min(l) • x = f; [[l 6= nil]]
del(x;nil) = nil
del(x; y:l) = l if [[x = y]]
del(x; y:l) = y: del(x; l) if [[x 6= y]]
empty(nil) = t
empty(X:L) = f
sort(l) = l if empty(l) = t
sort(x:l) = x: sort(l) if x • min(l) = t
sort(x:l) = min(l): sort(del(min(l); x:l)) if x • min(l) = f
In this example we may use any algebra A0 that is a model of the base speciflcation as an
input parameter of the speciflcation. Then min, del and sort are deflned (polymorphically)
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over such an A0. Note that min is only deflned partially, as min(nil) is a junk term, i.e.
min(nil) cannot be rewritten to a base term in this speciflcation. (Note also that it is quite
natural that min is only partially deflned: there is no reasonable way to deflne min(nil)
and so to extend min to a total function.) As a consequence, del(x; x:min(nil):l1) cannot
be rewritten to min(nil):l1 by the second del-rule since the variable l can be instantiated
by base terms only. This design decision re°ects the intention that min and del are deflned
over the built-in algebra A0. On the other hand, empty(min(nil): nil) can be rewritten
to f . This is true since empty is deflned on the non-base terms also by the speciflcation.
The flnal example in this section shows that much richer structures than in the second
example can be built-in. Here we specify Horner’s evaluation of polynomials polymor-
phically over any ring.
Example 1.3.
Pre-deflned structures
sorts : ring
operations : 0; 1 : ring
¡ : ring! ring
+; ⁄ : ring; ring! ring
given by
the models of the ring axioms
New structures
sorts : poly
operations : ! : ring! poly
: : ring;poly! poly
horner : poly; ring! ring
variables : a; b : ring
P : poly
deflned by the axioms
horner(a!; b) = a
horner(a:P; b) = (horner(P; b) ⁄ b) + a
Here a term like 2:0:3! (involving additional constants in order to name elements of a
\concrete" ring) is to represent the polynomial 2x0 + 0x1 + 3x2.
1.3. semantical and operational problems
We now discuss the speciflc problems which arise with the kind of speciflcation we
are going to deal with. First we turn to the main semantical problems. Thereafter we
consider the more operational problems.
semantical problems
The semantical problems mainly result from the fact that one wants to guarantee
that the axioms of the speciflcation, which are to deflne the new structures, constitute
a consistent extension of the base algebra, which represents the pre-deflned structures.
It may happen that the axioms produce confusion on a base domain. This should be
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prevented of course. For that reason we require that every axiom has to contain a new
function symbol. But this is not enough. It still may happen that some axioms implicitly
force two difierent base objects to become equal. For instance, if we deflne a new constant
c of sort nat over the natural number algebra by the two axioms c = 0 and c = 1,
then we implicitly force the base domain to collapse. In order to prevent such implicitly
induced confusion on the given structures, we require that the rewrite relation deflned
by the speciflcation is ground-con°uent (see below). It then follows that the speciflcation
is consistent resp. that no confusion exists. If the speciflcation is consistent, then the
semantics of the speciflcation can be described by a canonical term algebra which contains
(an isomorphic copy of) the given base algebra.
Our approach is such that it allows one to deflne only partially a new operation over
the base domains. There are three reasons for an operation not to be totally deflned
over a pre-deflned domain: flrst, an operation may be incompletely specifled such that
an extension may be added in a later step. For instance, if we specify the root-operation
on the natural numbers by the single axiom sqrt(x ⁄ x) = x, then sqrt(2) is not yet
deflned wrt the base domain. Second, the operation may be such that there is no nat-
ural deflnition for certain arguments. For instance, if we specify a division operation
over the natural numbers, then division by zero should not lead to a natural num-
ber value. Third, the evaluation of the recursive deflnition of an operation may not
stop.
Our way to handle partiality is to introduce new \non-standard" objects (of a pre-
deflned sort) to denote \junk terms" (like sqrt(2) in the example just mentioned). Con-
trary to common partial algebra approaches (see, e.g., Broy and Wirsing (1982)), our
approach provides an equality on both the deflned terms and the junk terms. This allows
for a very natural handling of partiality.
The existence of two kinds of objects in our approach (base objects and \non-standard"
objects) causes another problem, which is about the instantiation of variables. There are
cases where an instantiation of a variable by base objects only is most natural (as in the
sieve-example), but there are cases too where an instantiation of a variable by arbitrary
objects is convenient (see e.g., Example 1.2). In our approach we enable for both kinds
of instantiation. In general, a variable X occurring in an axiom may be instantiated
by arbitrary objects. But, the instantiation can be restricted to base objects only. This
is done in an explicit fashion by using the concept of order-sorted speciflcations and
order-sorted algebras as indicated in the examples above.
operational problems
We now turn to the operational problems. Such problems arise with the fact that one
has to deflne a generalized notion of term-rewriting in order to model natural computa-
tion steps. In the standard case, term-rewriting is based on mere syntactical operations.
In our non-standard case (where pre-deflned structures are present), the process of term
rewriting has to be enriched by semantical operations. For instance, concerning Exam-
ple 1.1, the axiom sqrt(x ⁄ x + n) = x if [[2 ⁄ x + 1 > n]] is to induce a rewrite step like
sqrt(7) ¡! 2. In order to obtain such a computation step by equational replacement, the
term to be rewritten has to be semantically pre-processed. In the present case one has to
use the fact that sqrt(7) » sqrt(2 ⁄ 2 + 3) (and in addition that 2 ⁄ 2 + 1 > 3). A notion
of term rewriting which is to enable such natural computation steps thus has to involve
semantical issues besides syntactical ones.
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Such semantical pre-procession steps, however, decisively complicate the process of
term rewriting: one has to perform a kind of semantical matching, which is carried out
modulo a congruence relation which describes the predeflned structures. As can be seen
by the example just discussed, semantical matching may amount in equation solving
wrt the base algebra. In the case above one has to flnd values for x and n such that
7 » x ⁄ x+ n and, in addition, 2 ⁄ x+ 1 > n.
From a conceptual point of view we thus arrive at equational reasoning modulo a
congruence relation. The latter has been investigated extensively (see, e.g., Jouannaud
and Kirchner (1986) and Bachmair and Dershowitz (1989)). It turns out that, even for
simple built-in theories, serious computational problems arise if pre-deflned equality on
all terms is considered.y These problems are mainly due to the interference of built-in
equalities, resulting from the given theory, and specifled equalities, resulting from the
speciflcation axioms. It does not seem promising to follow these lines in our case, as
the theories we want to consider may be rather complex. For that reason we adopt an
approach which makes use of the fact that we actually need pre-deflned equalities on the
ground terms only. If the rewrite rules to be considered are such that the left-hand side
contains at least one new function symbol, then the interferences between these rules and
the ground equalities which represent the pre-deflned structures are in a certain sense
harmless: we show that they can be treated by constraint reasoning. This fact enables us
to generalize easily a great deal of classical \syntactic" rewrite theory. We illustrate this
by deriving criteria for con°uence and termination of the semantically enriched rewrite
relation. As mentioned above, the notion of con°uence is of great interest because it
allows one to infer the consistency of the speciflcation. Termination is of interest as most
con°uence criteria require for a terminating rewrite relation.
From a conceptual point of view, we have no restrictions for the base algebras. From a
computational point of view, however, it is clear that complicated algebras lead to hard
problems for constraint solving. We do not discuss this in detail but intend to apply
the presented theory for algebras with (easy) decidable constraint solving problems, e.g.
linear arithmetic. We discuss these problems shortly and present a rewrite relation which
is easy to compute, since it needs syntactic matching only and not matching modulo the
pre-deflned theory. The latter is true provided some restriction on the speciflcation is
met.
summary
To summarize, our work shows a conceptual way to deal with equational speciflca-
tions over pre-deflned algebras. It also allows one to deal with partial functions. We will
flrst give model-theoretic semantics for our admissible speciflcations. Here we deflne a
distinguished model that is initial in the class of all models. We then discuss opera-
tional semantics and show that the operational semantics based on conditional rewriting
deflnes the distinguished model of the speciflcation. We show that our semantically en-
riched notion of rewriting allows one to generalize most of the well-known concepts of
syntactical rewriting. This includes to develop criteria for con°uence and termination on
the rewrite relation. These criteria enable one to assure the correctness of (i.e. consis-
tency) of the given speciflcation. For a more restricted class of speciflcations we discuss
yTo be more explicit: if + is a commutative operation in the pre-deflned structure, then s + t = t + s
need not hold for all terms s and t. We require s + t = t + s to hold if s and t are ground terms and
denote base objects.
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a rewrite relation which is strong enough but far easier to implement (as it replaces se-
mantic matching by syntactic matching). It turns out that all proof techniques known
from syntactic rewriting can naturally be translated to our case of semantically enriched
rewriting. This may be taken as a hint that our approach, though quite powerful, is very
natural.
1.4. related work
As stated above, our work follows the same aim as the CLP-approach (see Jafiar and
Lassez (1987)). For deflning the denotational semantics of our speciflcations we follow
the concepts of Goguen and Meseguer (1987). We use only the notion of models in the
sense of flrst order logic, but no concepts of category theory. Compared with Goguen
and Meseguer (1987) new problems arise. They result from the fact that the equational
axioms may induce confusion and junk. There are several ways to treat these problems.
The work in Vorobyov (1989) (continued in Ayala-Rincon (1993)) uses strong restric-
tions on the axioms in order to avoid the problems: All new operations have to map into
a new domain. Using such restrictions, the examples presented in this paper cannot be
treated.
Our work here (see also Avenhaus and Becker (1992, 1994)) as well as the work in
Antimirov and Degtyarev (1992, 1993) deal with the more general case. In particular,
these papers introduce ways to treat semantically the problem of partiality (resp. how to
treat junk terms) and to verify consistency operationally (resp. how to verify that there
is no confusion).
Concerning the veriflcation of consistency there are great difierences between the two
approaches. Whereas the criteria in Antimirov and Degtyarev (1992, 1993) are based
on syntactic properties of the axioms, the criteria in our approach are based on basic
properties of the rewrite relation induced by the speciflcation. This rewrite relation,
which combines syntactic as well as semantic issues, is deflned in the sense of Kaplan
and Choppy (1989). Whereas Kaplan and Choppy (1989) focus on implementational
aspects of the rewrite relation, we consider more structural aspects by designing criteria
for con°uence and termination.
A hierarchical speciflcation is also considered in Bachmair and Ganzinger (1994), where
the authors present Buchberger’s algorithm by a constraint-based completion procedure.
Here the base structure (the ring of coe–cients) is embedded into the new structure (the
polynomials). So, in essence, a °at speciflcation remains. But, as in our approach, compu-
tation in the base structure is done directly and is separated from symbolic computation
(rewriting) on the new structure.
Finally, note that there are studies on constructor-based speciflcations which follow
ideas similar to those developed here (see Wirth and Gramlich (1993)): The main idea
is that the domains of interest are not pre-deflned (by a given base algebra), but are
specifled by constructor symbols and constructor rules. The latter leads to a canonical
constructor algebra which can be considered (in our terminology) to be the base algebra.
Thus, the constructor-based approach can be regarded to be a special case of our more
general approach.
The main ideas of this paper can already be found in Avenhaus and Becker (1994) and
even in Avenhaus and Becker (1992). Compared with Avenhaus and Becker (1994) we
add the following concepts: (1) we allow the use of two kinds of variables, base variables
and general variables; (2) we discuss a more economic rewrite relation (called syntactic
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rewriting) which is powerful enough for a restricted class of speciflcations; and (3) we
discuss how to prove termination of the rewrite relation.
2. The Speciflcations
2.1. a review of standard notions
In the sequel we brie°y review some of the main notions of equational logic. For an
introductory survey with motivations see e.g. (Avenhaus, 1995; Dershowitz and Jouan-
naud, 1990).
A signature is a triple § = (S; F; fi) consisting of (i) a flnite set S of sort symbols, (ii)
a set F of function symbols and (iii) an arity mapping fi : F ! S+.
In the sequel we write f : s1; : : : ; sn ! s in order to indicate that fi(f) = s1 : : : sns.
The deflnition also admits an empty signature §; = (;; ;; fi;), where fi; is the trivial
mapping with an empty domain. Such an empty signature will be used below in order to
describe situations where no pre-deflned structures are given.
In order to avoid complications, we always assume in the sequel that for every sort of
a given signature there is a function symbol which maps into this sort.
A signature § = (S; F; fi) is an enrichment of the signature §0 = (S0; F0; fi0) if
(i) S0 µ S, (ii) F0 µ F and (iii) fi0 is the restriction of fi to F0. We denote this
by §0 v § and call §0 v § a hierarchic signature and also write more explicitly
§ = (S0 + S1; F0 + F1; fi). Here + denotes disjoint union. A hierarchic signature gives
rise to an order-sorted signature. See Smolka et al. (1989) for order-sorted signatures and
order-sorted algebras.
Definition 2.1. Let § = (S0 + S1; F0 + F1; fi) be a hierarchic signature. The order-
sorted signature §^ = (S^; F^; D^) induced by § is deflned as follows:
(a) S^ = S0 + S^0 + S
^
1 where S
^
i = fs^js 2 Sig.
(b) F^ = F0 + F1.
(c) D^ = D0 +D^0 +D
^
1 +Ds where
D0 = ff : s1; : : : ; sn ! sjf 2 F0; fi(f) = s1 : : : snsg
D^0 = ff : s^1 ; : : : ; s^n ! s^jf 2 F0; f : s1; : : : ; sn ! sg
D^1 = ff : s^1 ; : : : ; s^n ! s^jf 2 F1; f : s1; : : : ; sn ! sg
Ds = fs¢ s^js 2 S0g.
A variable system V = (Vs)s2S is an S^-indexed system of pairwise disjoint sets Vs. We
write V0 =
S
s2S0 Vs and V1 =
S
s2S^0 [S^1 Vs, and V = V0 [ V1. We call §0 = (S0; F0; fi0)
the base signature of §^, x 2 V0 a base variable and X 2 V1 a general variable.
The set Terms(F; V ) of terms of sort s 2 S^ is deflned as usual (see Smolka et al.
(1989)). We call t 2 Terms(F0; V0) a base term. Terms(F ) = Terms(F; ;) is the set of
ground terms of sort s. We denote by Term(F; V ) =
S
s2S Terms(F; V ) the set of all
terms. Because of the simple ordering structure on the sorts, a term t 2 Term(F; V ) has
a least sort sort(t). We have sort(t) 2 S0 iff t 2 Term(F0; V0).
Positions in a term t are deflned as usual. Let O(t) denote the set of all positions in t.
Let tjp denote the sub-term of t at position p. Finally, let t[u]p indicate the fact that u
is the sub-term of t at position p.
Terms are used to build more complex formulae. An equation (over § and V ) is a
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formula of the form u = v such that u; v 2 Terms(F; V ) for some s 2 S^. A conditional
equation (over § and V ) is an implication of the form
Vn
i=1 ui = vi ) u = v consisting
of a conclusion equation u = v and a conjunction of condition equations ui = vi.
A §-substitution is a mapping ¿ : V ! Term(F; V ) such that dom(¿) = fx 2 V j¿(x) 6·
xg is flnite and ¿(x) 2 Termsort(x)(F; V ). It is extended to ¿ : Term(F; V )! Term(F; V )
as usual by ¿(f(t1; : : : ; tn)) = f(¿(t1); : : : ; ¿(tn)). It is a ground substitution if ¿(x) is a
ground term for all x 2 dom(¿).
We now turn to semantic notions. Let §0 v § be a hierarchic signature and let §^ =
(S^; F^; D^) be the corresponding order-sorted signature. A §^-algebra A = ((As)s2S^ ,
(fAd )f2F ;d2D^) consists of an S
^-indexed system of non-empty sets As and a D^-indexed
set of (total) functions fAd such that
(1) As µ As^ if s£ s^,
(2) fAd : As1 £ ¢ ¢ ¢ £Asn ! As if d = f : s1; : : : ; sn ! s in D and
(3) fAd = f
A
d0 on As1 £ ¢ ¢ ¢ £ Asn if d = f : s1; : : : ; sn ! s0, d0 = f : s0a; : : :0n ! s00 and
si £ s
0
i.
Let A be a §^-algebra. An evaluation function ` for A is a mapping ` : V ! A such
that `(x) 2 As if sort(x) = s, s 2 S^. It is extended to ` : Term(F; V )! A as usual by
`(f(t1; : : : ; tn)) = fA(`(t1); : : : ; `(tn)). If t is a ground term we write tA = `(t) for any
evaluation function `.
A clause ¡) ¢ consists of two multisets ¡ and ¢ of equations. It is valid under ` if
the following holds: if `(u) = `(v) for all u = v 2 ¡, then `(s) = `(t) for some s = t 2 ¢.
We say that ¡) ¢ is valid in A if ¡) ¢ is valid under all evaluation functions `. We
denote this by A j= ¡) ¢.
The §-base reduct Abase consists of all tA where t 2 Term(F0) is a ground base term.
More precisely, Abase is the §0-algebra Abase = ((Abs)s2S0 ; (f b)f2F0), where Abs = ftAjt 2
Terms(F0)g and f b(tA1 ; : : : ; tAn ) = fAd (tA1 ; : : : ; tAn ) if f : s1; : : : ; sn ! s in D.
The §^-algebra A is term-generated if for any a 2 A there is t 2 Term(F ) such that
a = tA.
2.2. syntax of the specifications
syntactic constructs
In the sequel we are going to distinguish between those language constructs which
have a pre-deflned meaning and the remaining ones which are deflned implicitly by the
axioms of the speciflcation. Formally, the latter will be done by using the notion of a
signature enrichment: we assume that the symbols with a pre-deflned meaning (which
are available for speciflcational purposes) are introduced by a signature §0 = (S0; F0; fi0)
and a §0-algebra, the \built-in algebra". Furthermore, we assume that § = (S; F; fi) is an
enrichment of §0 which adds to §0 those symbols which are introduced by the specifler.
So we assume §0 v §.
Besides the operation symbols given by §0 for speciflcational purposes we introduce
auxiliary constant symbols for the elements of the respective pre-deflned domains. Let A0
be a §0-algebra which introduces the pre-deflned domains in focus (and gives meaning to
the pre-deflned operations). In order to be able to name every element of A0 by a suitable
syntactic construct, we introduce a new constant symbol for every a 2 A0. By misuse
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of notation we denote the constant symbols just as the related carrier elements. Let A0
denote as well the set of constant symbols introduced by A0. We indicate an enrichment
with such a set of new constant symbols by writing the set of new constant symbols in
brackets. For instance, F0[A0] = F0 [ A0. The related signature §0[A0] is obtained by
extending the arity mapping in the canonical fashion. Thus, the algebra A0 induces an
extended signature enrichment §0[A0] v §[A0].
the specifications
Let §0 v § be a hierarchical signature, §^ the corresponding order-sorted signature
and V = V0 + V1 a variable system for §^ as in Section 2.1. In order to deflne the
form of the axioms of our speciflcation language, we distinguish between constraints
and equations. A constraint ° is any flrst-order formula over §0 and V0. A constraint °
may be evaluated in the built-in algebra A0 whereas an equation u = v is evaluated by
rewriting with the axioms (see below). A condition ¡ is a set of equations. A conditional
constrained equation is a triple (¡; C; °), written as ¡) C[[°]] or C if ¡; [[°]], where C is
an equation u = v such that u is not F1-free, ¡ is a condition and ° is a constraint.
As discussed in the introduction, there are two kinds of speciflcations of particular
interest. First, there are speciflcations where the pre-deflned structures are represented
by one particular base algebra and, second, there are speciflcations where a class of base
algebras is given in order to represent the pre-deflned structures. Thus we are going to
consider two difierent types of speciflcations in the sequel.
Definition 2.2.
(a) A speciflcation over a base algebra, written Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]], consists of
(i) a signature enrichment §0 v §, (ii) a set E of constrained conditional equations
over §0 v § and (iii) a §0-algebra A0.
(b) A speciflcation over (a class of) base algebras, written Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[D0]],
consists of (i) a signature enrichment §0 v §, (ii) a set E of constrained conditional
equations over §0 v § and (iii) a class D0 of §0-algebras.
The speciflcations to be considered thus mainly consist of two parts: pre-deflned struc-
tures which are represented by (a class of) base algebras and equational axioms which
are to deflne the new structures.
Our focus will be on speciflcations with one single algebra. The multi-algebra case is
treated analogously by generalization (see below).
Finally note that if the base signature is the empty signature §; and if the base algebra
is the empty algebra A;, then the speciflcation Spec = (§; v §; E)[[A;]] is just like a
mere syntactic speciflcation (§; E) with no pre-deflned structures being given. In such a
case, no base sorts are introduced. Hence one cannot formulate any constraints. The set E
of axioms then consists of conditional equations only, just as in the standard syntactical
case.
2.3. semantics of the specification
In order to give meaning to the speciflcation Spec = (§0 v §E)[[A0]] we are going
to deflne a §-algebra TSpec which is canonically induced by the speciflcation Spec. This
particular algebra is to capture the intuition of the specifler.
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denotational semantics
The flrst point to be clarifled here is the semantical treatment of the constraints.
Generally, the axioms of a speciflcation are implicitly universally quantifled. Thus, an
axiom can be considered to schematize gr ound instances. The purpose of a constraint is
to restrict this kind of schematization.
Let ¿ be a §[A0]-ground substitution with dom(¿) µ V0. We say that ¿ satisfles a
constraint ° if (i) x 2 dom(¿) for each variabe x occuring free in ° and (ii) A0 j= ¿(°).
For a constrained conditional equation ¡ ) C[[°]] let Inst(¡ ) C[[°]];A0) consist of
all instances ¿(¡ ) C) such that ¿ satisfles °. Finally, Inst(E ;A0) is the union of all
Inst(E;A0) with E 2 E .
Now we deflne the class of models which is associated to the speciflcation Spec = (§0 v
§; E)[[A0]]. Our schematization concept forces one to instantiate the base variables by
base elements only. Thus, the candidates for being a model of the speciflcation should
contain (at least) counterparts of the base elements. We next deflne a suitable notion of
an algebra embedding which enables one to consider only such algebras.
Definition 2.3. Let §0 v § be a signature enrichment. Let A0 be a §0-algebra and
let A be a §^-algebra. Then we say that A contains A0 iff there exists an injective
homomorphism … from A0 into the §[A0]-base reduct of A. In such a case we also say
that … embeds A0 into A.
If … embeds A0 into A, then this embedding induces a canonical §[A0]-algebra A[…
(A0)]. Here we use the carrier element …(a) to interpret the constant a.
Definition 2.4. A §^-algebra A is said to be a model of the speciflcation Spec iff
there exists a mapping … which embeds A0 into A such that A[…(A0)] j= Inst(E ;A0).
Let Mod(Spec) denote the class of all models of Spec.
So a model of Spec is a §^-algebra A such that (i) A satisfles all axioms of Spec and
(ii) the §[A0]-base reduct of A is isomorphic to the built-in algebra A0. This is to model
the intention that a model of Spec extends A0 (and so does not identify base terms being
difierent in A0).
Note that Mod(Spec) may be empty. This may happen if the new axioms produce
confusion on the pre-deflned domains (see the example described in the introduction).
operational semantics
Now we single out one particular §^-algebra TSpec from Mod(Spec) provided Spec has
at least one model. This algebra is to represent the semantics of the speciflcation Spec.
For that purpose we flrst deflne two equivalence relations on the ground terms Term
(F [A0]). The flrst one, denoted by »A0 , is induced by the base algebra A0. This relation
re°ects the pre-deflned structure induced by the base algebra. For instance, concerning
Example 1.1 we will obtain that sqrt(1 + 1) »A0 sqrt(2), but not sqrt(2) + sqrt(1) »A0
sqrt(1)+sqrt(2). The second equivalence relation, denoted by»E;A0 , takes the pre-deflned
structures represented by A0 as well as the axioms of E deflning the new structures
into account. Concerning Example 1.1 we obtain, e.g. sqrt(5) »E;A0 2 and sqrt(2) +
sqrt(1) »E;A0 sqrt(1) + sqrt(2).
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In order to deflne »A0 let Dia(A0) = fa = b j a; b 2 Term(F0[A0]) and A0 j= a =
bg be the diagram of A0. This set Dia(A0) induces a replacement relation !ˆA0 on
Term(F [A0]) as follows: for s; t 2 Term(F [A0]) let s !ˆA0 t iff there exists an equation
a = b 2 Dia(A0) such that s · s[a]p and s[b]p · t or such that t · t[a]p and t[b]p · s. Let
»A0= !ˆ⁄A0 be the transitive-re°exive closure of !ˆA0 . The relation »A0 is called the
congruence relation induced by A0. Note that »A0 is deflned on ground terms only. Note
further that these ground terms may contain non-base function symbols, i.e. f 2 F1.
In order to obtain the relation »E;A0 we deflne equational replacement steps that are
induced by Inst(E ;A0). Due to the conditional character of Inst(E ;A0) we proceed induc-
tively, deflning congruence relations (»E;A0)n on Term(F [A0]) for all natural numbers
n.
Let (»E;A0)0 =»A0 . Now suppose that (»E;A0)n is already deflned. For s; t 2 Term
(F [A0]) let s( !ˆE;A0)n+1t iff either s(»E;A0)nt or there exists a conditional equation
¡ ) u = v 2 Inst(E ;A0) and a ground substitution ¿ over §[A0] (for ¡ ) u = v) such
that (i) s · s[¿(u)]p and s[¿(v)]p · t or t · t[¿(u)]p and t[¿(v)]p · s and such that (ii)
¿(ui)(»E;A0)n¿(vi) for all ui = vi 2 ¡. Let (»E;A0)n = ( !ˆE;A0)⁄n be the transitive-
re°exive closure of ( !ˆE;A0)n. Finally let »E;A0=
S1
n=0(»E;A0)n. We call the relation
»E;A0 the congruence relation induced by E and A0.
The relation »E;A0 (or brie°y » in the sequel) is used to deflne a canonical §-term
algebra TSpec as follows: The carrier sets of TSpec are congruence classes of ground terms
from Term(F [A0]) wrt »: Let jTSpecjs = f[t]» j t 2 Terms(F [A0])g for all s 2 S. The
interpretations of the symbols from F are deflned on these carrier sets in the canonical
fashion. Hence fTSpec([t1]»; : : : ; [tn]») = [f(t1; : : : ; tn)]» for f 2 F , where t1; : : : ; tn are
terms from Term(F [A0]) of the respective sort.
Definition 2.5. The §^-algebra TSpec is called the canonical term algebra induced by
Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]].
Note that the §^-algebra TSpec is well deflned for any speciflcation Spec. However,
it may not be a model of Spec. As outlined above, the relation »E;A0 may produce
confusion on the base terms. Using axioms like c = 0 and c = 1 (with c denoting a new
constant symbol) one obtains 0 »E;A0 1 and thus [0]» = [1]», whereas 0 6»A0 1. Note
that the carrier sets of TSpec may introduce \new" elements of a base sort in addition to
the given ones. If we specify sqrt(x ⁄ x) = x, then sqrt(2) is a junk term which is not
equivalent wrt »E;A0 to any base constant a (with a 2 A0). Thus, in our approach the
problem of partiality is handled by using (total) order-sorted algebras: non-base ground
terms are introduced as auxiliary constructs to denote possibly undeflned values. Such a
term is deflned iff it is »E;A0-equivalent to a base term. This is in contrast to approaches
which are based on the notion of a partial algebra. The latter seem to be inadequate for
speciflcational purposes because one is unable to capture the structure which is induced
by the axioms on the junk terms (for more details see Becker (1994)).
Another way to handle partiality is to introduce a speciflc failure element ?s for
each sort s 2 S. This approach semantically identifles all junk terms. In this paper,
in a certain sense we introduce many failure elements of sort s, namely all [t]» with
t 2 Terms(F [A0]) being a junk term. We semantically identify only those junk terms
that need to be identifled because of the axioms in Spec.
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consistency
In order to ensure that the canonical term algebra induced by the given speciflcation
is indeed a model of the speciflcation, we introduce the following notion of consistency.
Definition 2.6. The speciflcation Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]] is said to be consistent iff
for all s; t 2 Term(F0[A0]) we have: s »E;A0 t iff s »A0 t.
Theorem 2.1. Let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]] be consistent. Then TSpec 2 Mod(Spec).
Proof. We show that TSpec contains A0. Let … : a 7! [a]» for all a 2 jA0j. One easily
verifles that … is a homomorphism from A0 into Tspecj§0 . In order to verify that … is
injective let a; b 2 jA0j and let a »E;A0 b. As Spec is consistent, we directly obtain that
a »A0 b. It follows that a · b. Now one easily verifles that TSpec j= Inst(E ;A0). 2
The following result indicates that TSpec is the most representative model of the spec-
iflcation provided we have consistency. As the proof is just as in the mere syntactic case,
we omit it here.
Theorem 2.2. Let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]] be a consistent speciflcation. Then TSpec
is initial in the class Mod(Spec), i.e. for any A 2 Mod(Spec) there is a unique §^-
homomorphism ' : TSpec ! A.
We comment on this theorem to justify our decision to call TSpec the distinguished
model of Spec (provided Spec is consistent). By Theorem 2.2 any ground equation u = v
is valid in every model of Spec provided it is valid in TSpec.
A ground term t 2 Term(F [A0]) is deflned if there is a base term t0 2 Term(F0[A0])
such that t »E;A0 t0. A term t 2 Term(F [A0]; V ) is deflned if ¿(t) is deflned for every
§[A0]-ground substitution ¿ .
A constrained clause ¡) ¢[[°]] is valid in A 2 Mod(Spec) if ¿(¡) ¢) is valid in A
for every §[A0]-ground substitution ¿ satisfying °. We would like to have the following
result: \If ¡ ) ¢[[°]] is valid in TSpec then ¡ ) ¢[[°]] is valid in all term-generated
A 2 Mod(Spec)." This is not true in general, but it is true if all terms in ¡ are deflned
(see the next theorem).
Lemma 2.1. Let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]] be consistent. Let C : ¡) ¢ be a clause and
¿ a §[A0]-ground substitution such that ¿(u) and ¿(v) are deflned for all u = v in ¡.
Now, if ¿(C) is valid in TSpec, then ¿(C) is valid in all A 2 Mod(Spec).
Proof. Assume that ¿(C) is valid in TSpec. Let A 2 Mod(Spec). Assume that ¿(u) =
¿(v) is valid in A for all u = v in ¡. We have to show that ¿(s) = ¿(t) is valid in A
for some s = t in ¢. As all ¿(u), ¿(v) are deflned there are tu; tv 2 Term(F0[A0]) such
that ¿(u) »E;A0 tu and ¿(v) »E;A0 tv, i.e. ¿(u) = tu and ¿(v) = tv are valid in TSpec.
By Theorem 2.2 these equations are valid in A. This implies that tu = tv is valid in A0
because tu = tv is valid in A and because A contains (an isomorphic copy of ) A0. As
TSpec also contains A0, we have tu »A0 tv and so ¿(u) = ¿(v) is valid in TSpec. As ¿(C)
is valid in TSpec, there is some s = t in ¢ such that ¿(s) = ¿(t) is valid in TSpec. By
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Theorem 2.2 the equation ¿(s) = ¿(t) is valid in A also. This proves that ¿(C) is valid
in A. 2
This lemma obviously applies if ¡ is empty or, less restrictive, all terms in ¡ are deflned.
Theorem 2.3. Let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]] be consistent. Let C : ¡ ) ¢ be a clause
such that all terms u; v with u = v in ¡ are deflned. Then we have: ¡ ) ¢[[°]] is valid
in all §[A0]-term generated A 2 Mod(Spec) iff ¡) ¢[[°]] is valid in TSpec.
Proof. Clearly, if C[[°]] is valid in all term generated A 2 Mod(Spec), then it is also
valid in TSpec. Now let C[[°]] be valid in TSpec. Let A 2 Mod(Spec) be §[A0]-term
generated, let ¿ be a §[A0]-ground substitution satisfying °, and let ` : V ! A be an
evaluation function. We have to show that `(¿(C)) is valid in A. As A is §[A0]-term
generated, for all x 2 V occurring in C there is a term tx 2 Term(F [A0]) such that
`(x) = tAx . Deflne the §[A0]-ground substitution ¿0 be ¿0(x) · tx for all x 2 var(C).
Then we have `(t) = ¿0(t)A for all t 2 Term(F [A0]; var(C)). (This is easily proved by
induction on the term structure of t.) So for ¾ = ¿0 – ¿ it remains to prove that ¾(C) is
valid in A. But ¾(C) is valid in TSpec, because C[[°]] is valid in TSpec and ¾ satisfles °.
As ¾(u) and ¾(v) are deflned for all u = v in ¡, we have that ¾(C) is valid in A by the
preceding lemma. 2
We are interested in consistent speciflcations only. In Section 3 we will give a condi-
tion that is su–cient for consistency. We will call Spec admissible if Spec satisfles this
condition.
We give some examples to show that all assumptions in Theorem 2.3 are needed for
the claim to hold.
Example 2.1.
(a) Let A0 = (N ; +) be the built-in algebra and let the new operator \-" be (partially)
deflned by
E : x¡ 0 = x
(x+ 1)¡ (y + 1) = x¡ y:
Then the clause x¡y = 0) x = y is valid in TSpec, but not valid in A = (N ; +;¡–).
Here we have x
¡– y = x ¡ y if x ‚ y and x ¡– y = 0 if x < y. Note that
A 2 Mod(Spec) and that A is §[A0]-term generated. But the term t : x¡ y is not
deflned.
(b) Let A0 = (N ; +; >) be the built-in algebra and let the new operator \⁄" be (totally)
deflned by
E : x ⁄ 0 = 0
x ⁄ (y + 1) = (x ⁄ y) + x
Then the clause ) x = 0; y = 0; x ⁄ y > x is valid in TSpec, but not in A =
(Z; +; >; ⁄). Note that A 2 Mod(Spec) and that ¡ = ;. But A is not §[A0]-term
generated.
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the multi-algebra case
Now we brie°y consider the case where a class of algebras is given instead of a particular
one. This case is treated by considering the related single-algebra \actualizations": if
Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[D0]] is a speciflcation over a class of base algebras, then it induces a
class fSpec(A0)jA0 2 D0g of speciflcations over a base algebra, where Spec(A0) = (§0 v
§; E)[[A0]] for every A0 2 D0. We call a speciflcation Spec(A0) an actualization of Spec.
Further, we call an element A0 2 D0 an actualization of D0.
Now let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[D0]] be the given speciflcation. For every actualization
Spec(A0) one obtains a §-algebra TSpec(A0) as described above. The meaning of Spec =
(§0 v §; E)[[D0]] is represented by the mapping which assigns TSpec(A0) to A0 for every
A0 2 D0. The notions of consistency are generalized straightforwardly.
Definition 2.7. The speciflcation Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[D0]] is said to be uniformly
consistent iff Spec(A0) is consistent for every actualization A0 2 D0.
Now one directly obtains the following result.
Theorem 2.4. Let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[D0]] be a uniformly consistent speciflcation.
Then TSpec(A0) is initial in the class Mod(Spec(A0)) for all A0 2 D0.
3. Rewrite Operationalization
3.1. notions and notations
abstract reduction
First we review some basic notions and notations concerning abstract reduction rela-
tions (see also Huet (1980) and Dershowitz and Jouannaud (1990)). Let S denote a given
set. Let ! be a binary relation on S and let » be an equivalence relation on S.
As usual, let !1=! and let !i+1=!i – ! for i ‚ 1. We do not flx the meaning
of ¡!0 here because we are going to use two difierent deflnitions later on. Depending
on the relation in focus we will have ¡!0=» or ¡!0=·. Let !+= S1i=1 !i be the
transitive closure of ¡! and let !⁄= S1i=0 !i. Finally let ˆ=!(¡1). Furthermore,
!•1=!1 [ !0.
The relation! is said to be terminating iff there exists no inflnite sequence s0 ! s1 !
s2 ! ¢ ¢ ¢ with si 2 S.
The relation! is said to be con°uent iffˆ⁄ – !⁄µ!⁄ – ˆ⁄. It is said to be con°uent
modulo » iff ˆ⁄ – !⁄µ!⁄ – » – ˆ⁄. Finally, it is said to be strongly con°uent modulo
» iff ˆ – !µ!⁄ – » – ˆ•1.
Finally, we say that ! commutes over » iff the inclusion » – !µ! – » holds.
Generalizing the ideas in Huet (1980) one obtains the following result:
Lemma 3.1. Let ! commute over ». If ! is strongly con°uent modulo », then ! is
con°uent modulo » too.
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rewrite rules
Next we have to clarify our notion of a rewrite rule. A rewrite rule R is obtained from
a constrained conditional equation E by directing the conclusion equation. As usual, the
symbol ! is used to indicate a directed equation. Thus, u! v is a directed equation.
Definition 3.1. A (constrained conditional) rewrite rule (over §0 v §) is a triple R :
(¡; u ! v; °) | usually written as R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]] | such that ¡ is a multiset
(conjunction) of equations, u! v is a directed equation and ° is a constraint.
A rewrite rule R : ¡) u! v[[°]] is said to satisfy the variable condition iff u contains
all free variables of R. It is said to satisfy the signature condition iff the left-hand side
u contains a non-base operator f 2 F n F0. We assume in the sequel that every rewrite
system resulting from a set of axioms satisfles the variable and the signature condition.
If R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]] is a rewrite rule, then Equ(R) : ¡ ) u = v[[°]] is the equation
related to R. Let Equ(R) consist of all equations Equ(R) with R 2 R. We say that R is
a rewrite system for E iff E = Equ(R).
Next we are going to deflne the rewrite relations for R and so the rewrite semantics
for E = Equ(R).
3.2. term rewriting
Let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]] be a given speciflcation and let R be a rewrite system
over §0 v § for E . Next we are going to deflne three rewrite relations on Term(F [A0])
which are induced by R and A0. The flrst and the second relation are deflned along the
lines of rewriting modulo a theory (see Jouannaud and Kirchner (1986) and Bachmair
and Dershowitz (1989)) using a kind of semantical matching. The third rewrite relation
is kept more simple, using a syntactical match.
the rewrite relations
The flrst rewrite relation ¡!R=A0 is essentially a rewrite relation on congruence classes
of terms from Term(F [A0]) wrt the congruence relation »A0 . It is deflned by its approx-
imations (¡!R=A0)i as follows: let (¡!R=A0)0 be the empty relation ;. Now we assume
that (¡!R=A0)i is deflned already. Then let s(¡!R=A0)i+1t for s; t 2 Term(F [A0]) iff
s(¡!R=A0)it, or if there exist two terms s0; t0 2 Term(F [A0]), a position p in s0, a rewrite
rule R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]] 2 R and a ground substitution ¿ over §[A0] such that the fol-
lowing conditions are satisfled: (i) s »A0 s0 · s0[¿(u)]p and s0[¿(v)]p · t0 »A0 t, (ii) ¿
satisfles ° and (iii) if a = b 2 ¡, then we have ¿(a)(¡!R=A0)⁄i – ( ¡ˆR=A0)⁄i ¿(b). Here we
assume that (¡!R=A0)0i is the congruence relation »A0 .
Definition 3.2. The relation ¡!R=A0=
S1
i=0(¡!R=A0)i is called the congruence re-
write relation induced by R and A0.
Hence, the congruence rewrite relation ¡!R=A0 allows one to pre-process the entire
original term by the congruence relation »A0 in order to obtain an equivalent term
containing an instance of a rewrite pattern. Generally, this leads to a huge search space
when looking for a rewrite pattern. The second rewrite relation ¡!RnA0 to be deflned
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next allows for a local pre-procession only. It is deflned by its approximations (¡!RnA0)i
as follows: let (¡!RnA0)0 be the empty relation ;. Now we assume that (¡!RnA0)i is
deflned already. Then let s(¡!RnA0)i+1t for s; t 2 Term(F [A0]) iff s(¡!RnA0)it, or
if there exist a position p in s, a rewrite rule R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]] 2 R and a ground
substitution ¿ over §[A0] such that the following conditions are satisfled: (i) sjp »A0 ¿(u)
and t · s[¿(v)]p, (ii) ¿ satisfles ° and (iii) if a = b 2 ¡, then ¿(a)(¡!RnA0)⁄i – »A0
–( ¡ˆRnA0)⁄i ¿(b). Here we assume that (¡!RnA0)0i is the identity relation ·.
Definition 3.3. The relation ¡!RnA0=
S1
i=0(¡!RnA0)i is called the local-semantic
rewrite relation induced by R and A0.
Note that the local-semantic rewrite relation ¡!RnA0 requires for a semantical match-
ing, i.e. given sjp and R : ¡) u! v[[°]], one has to compute ¿ such that sjp »A0 ¿(u)
(provided such a ¿ exists).
The third rewrite relation ¡!RjA0 to be considered is based on mere syntactic match-
ing: let (¡!RjA0)0 be the empty relation ;. We assume that the relation (¡!RjA0)i is
deflned already. Now let s(¡!RjA0)i+1t for s; t 2 Term(F [A0]) iff s(¡!RjA0)it, or if there
exists a position p in s, a rewrite rule R : ¡) u! v[[°]] 2 R and a ground substitution ¿
over §[A0] such that the following conditions are satisfled: (i) sjp · ¿(u) and s[¿(v)]p · t,
(ii) ¿ satisfles ° and (iii) if a = b 2 ¡, then ¿(a)(¡!RjA0)⁄i – »A0 –( ¡ˆRjA0)⁄i ¿(b). Here
we assume that (¡!RjA0)0i is the identity relation ·.
Definition 3.4. The relation ¡!RjA0=
S1
i=0(¡!RjA0)i is called the quasi-syntactic
rewrite relation induced by R and A0.
Note that all of our rewrite relations result in some kind of innermost rewriting. This
is due to our distinction between constructor variables in V0 and general variables in V1.
For example, the rewrite rule del(x; x:l) = l cannot rewrite the term del(1; 1:del(3; 2:nil))
because ¿ = flˆ del(3; 2:nil)g is not a (order-sorted) substitution: we have sort(l) = list
and sort(del(3; 2:nil)) = list^. So ¿(l) 62 Termsort(l)(F; V ). The rewrite relation rewrites
t : del(1; 1:del(3; 2:nil)) flrst to del(1; 1:2:nil) and then to 2: nil. This holds true for all
of our three rewrite relations. Innermost rewriting is a common feature in functional
languages.
One may strengthen the rewrite relation by allowing quasi-substitutions. A quasi-
substitution ¿ is a mapping ¿ : V ! Term(F; V ) such that for x 2 Vs; s 2 S0 we have
¿(x) 2 Terms^(F; V ) and ¿(x) is reducible to some t0 2 Terms(F; V ). In this case the
term t above could flrst be rewritten to del(3; 2:nil) and then to 2:nil.
Let in the sequel ¡!0R=A0 be the congruence relation »A0 and let ¡!0RnA0 as well as
¡!0RjA0 be the identity relation ·.
relationships between the rewrite relation
Obviously we have the inclusions ¡!RjA0µ¡!RnA0 and ¡!RnA0µ¡!R=A0 . These
inclusions in general are proper, which can be seen by the following examples: let R :
f(x + y) ! 1 be a rewrite rule and let A0 be the algebra of natural numbers. Then
f(2) ¡!RnA0 1, whereas f(2) is irreducible wrt ¡!RjA0 . Further, f(2) + f(2) ¡!R=A0
1 + f(1 + 1), whereas f(2) + f(2) ¡!RnA0 1 + f(1 + 1) does not hold. Note however that
f(2) +f(2) ¡!RnA0 1 +f(2) »A0 1 +f(1 + 1). We next generalize the latter observation
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by showing that the congruence rewrite relation and the local-semantic rewrite relation
are closely related. Note that a corresponding relation is not true for rewriting modulo
a theory as deflned in Jouannaud and Kirchner (1986) and Bachmair and Dershowitz
(1989). To show our result we essentially use the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let s »A0 t, where s; t 2 Term(F [A0]). Let p 2 O(s). If sjp contains a
non-base operator f 2 F1, then p 2 O(t) and tp contains f too, sjp »A0 tjp holds and
s[u]p »A0 t[u]p holds for all terms u that are of the same sort as sjp resp. tjp.
The proof of this result is very simple. One uses the fact that »A0 is induced by base
equations (from Dia(A0)) only. Now we obtain the following fundamental result.
Theorem 3.1. ¡!R=A0=¡!RnA0 – »A0 .
Proof. The inclusion ¡!RnA0 – »A0µ¡!R=A0 is obvious. The inverse inclusion is
shown by induction on i. Concretely, we show for all natural numbers i that the inclusion
(¡!R=A0)i µ (¡!RnA0)i– »A0 is true.
The case i = 0 is trivial. Now we assume that the inclusion is true for some i. Let
s(¡!R=A0)i+1t. The case s(¡!R=A0)it is covered by the assumption. Hence we only
have to consider the case that there exist, according to the deflnition, two terms s0; t0 2
Term(F [A0]), a position p in s0, a rewrite rule R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]] 2 R and a
ground substitution ¿ over §[A0] such that the following conditions are satisfled: (i)
s »A0 s0 · s0[¿(u)]p and s0[¿(v)]p · t0 »A0 t, (ii) ¿ satisfles ° and (iii) if a = b 2 ¡, then
¿(a)(¡!R=A0)⁄i – ( ¡ˆR=A0)⁄i ¿(b). Due to Lemma 3.2 we have sjp »A0 s0jp · ¿(u) and
s[¿(v)]p»A0s0[¿(v)]p»A0t. Using the assumption one easily verifles that ¿(a)(¡!RnA0)⁄i
–»A0 – ( ¡ˆRnA0)⁄i ¿(b) for all a = b 2 ¡. Thus s ¡!RnA0 s[¿(v)]p »A0 t. 2
The following result is needed below. It follows directly from Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.1. The rewrite relation ¡!RnA0 commutes over »A0 .
It follows from Theorem 3.1 that a term s 2 Term(F [A0]) is reducible by the congruence
rewrite relation ¡!R=A0 iff it is reducible by the local-semantic rewrite relation ¡!RnA0 .
Also we have ¡!+R=A0=¡!
+
RnA0 – »A0 . Thus, ¡!R=A0 is terminating iff ¡!RnA0 is
terminating. Furthermore, one easily verifles that ¡!R=A0 is con°uent iff ¡!RnA0 is
con°uent modulo »A0 . Due to these results it su–ces to study the local-congruence
rewrite relation in the sequel.
Next we introduce a condition which enables one to relate closely the quasi-syntactic
rewrite relation to the local-semantic rewrite relation (and thus to the congruence rewrite
relation as well).
Definition 3.5. A rewrite rule R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]] is called quasi-syntactic iff u 2
Term(F1[A0]; V ) and u is linear (i.e. no variable occurs more than once in u). A rewrite
system R is called quasi-syntactic iff every rule from R is quasi-syntactic.
The \real" requirement for a rule ¡ ) u ! v[[°]] to be quasi-syntactic is that u is
F0-free. Linearity of u can always be achieved by a semantic equivalence transformation
of the rule. For example, the rule R1 : f(x; x) ! g(x) may be transformed into R2 :
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f(x; y) ! g(x)[[x = y]]. Note that R2 is more powerful than R1: for A0 = (N ;+) the
term t : f(2 + 3; 5) is reducible by R2 but not by R1. We believe that R2 re°ects more
closely the specifler’s intention than R1.
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a quasi-syntactic rewrite system over §0 v §. Then ¡!RjA0
commutes over »A0 .
Proof. We show by induction that the following statement is true for all i: if s !ˆA0
s0(¡!RjA0)it0, where s; s0; t0 2 Term(F [A0]), then there exists a term t 2 Term(F [A0])
such that s(¡!RjA0)it »A0 t0. The statement to be proved then follows directly.
The case i = 0 is trivial. Suppose the claim holds for i. Let s · s[a]q !ˆA0 s[b]q ·
s0 · s0[¿(u)]p(¡!RjA0)i+1s0[¿(v)]p · t0, where a = b 2 Dia(A0) and where ¿(u)! ¿(v)
is the instantiated conclusion of the rewrite rule R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]] involved in the
rewrite step.
The case where p is disjoint from q is easy and thus omitted. We flrst show that p
cannot be below q. Note that s0jq · sjq · b 2 Term(F0[A0]). As R satisfles the signature
condition we have s0jp · ¿(u) 62 Term(F0[A0]). Hence, ¿(u) cannot be a subterm of b.
It thus remains the case where q is below p. Let q = pp0 for an appropriate p0. We flrst
show that it is impossible that p0 2 O(u) and ujp0 62 V . Assume the contrary. Then ujp0
is a non-variable term with a top function symbol f 2 F1 and ¿(ujp0) 62 Term(F0[A0]).
Now we obtain a contradiction because ¿(ujp0) · ¿(u)jp0 · b 2 Term(F0[A0]).
Thus, there exists a variable x and a position r 2 O(u) such that ujr · x and ¿(x)jr0 ·
b, where p0 = rr0. Now let ¿ 0 be deflned as ¿ for all variables y difierent from x and let
¿ 0(x) · ¿(x)[a]r0 . Then we have ¿ 0(u)jp0 · ¿ 0(u)jrr0 · ¿ 0(ujr)jr0 · ¿ 0(x)jr0 · a. We show
that sjp · ¿ 0(u). We have sjp · s0[a]qjp · s0[a]pp0 jp · s0[¿(u)]p[a]pp0 jp · s0[¿(u)[a]p0 ]pjp ·
¿(u)[a]p0 · ¿(u)[a]rr0 · ¿(u[x]r)[a]rr0 · ¿(u)[¿(x)]r[a]rr0 · ¿(u)[¿(x)[a]r0 ]r · ¿(u)[¿ 0
(x)]r · ¿ 0(u). Note that the last identity uses the fact that u is linear. Hence sjp · ¿ 0(u).
One easily verifles that s[¿ 0(v)]p !ˆ⁄A0 s[¿(v)]p · t. Note that there may appear several!ˆA0-steps here because v need not be linear.
It remains to be shown that ¿ 0(u)(¡!RjA0)i+1¿ 0(v). We have ¿ 0(y) »A0 ¿(y) for all
y 2 V . So ¿ 0 is an order-sorted substitution satisfying ° since ¿ is so. In order to show
that ¿ 0 satisfles the equational conditions of R let a = b 2 ¡. As ¿(u)(¡!RjA0)i+1¿(v)
we have ¿(a)(¡!RjA0)⁄i – »A0 –( ¡ˆRjA0)⁄i ¿(b). Thus, ¿ 0(a) »A0 ¿(a)(¡!RjA0)⁄i – »A0
–( ¡ˆRjA0)⁄i ¿(b) »A0 ¿ 0(b). Using the induction hypothesis wrt i and a simple iteration
argument one obtains that the condition ¿ 0(a)(¡!RjA0)⁄i – »A0 –( ¡ˆRjA0)⁄i ¿ 0(b) holds
as well. 2
Theorem 3.3. Let R be a quasi-syntactic rewrite system over §0 v §. Then we have:
(a) ¡!R=A0=¡!RjA0 – »A0
(b) (¡!RnA0)j µ (¡!RjA0)j– »A0 for all j ‚ 0.
Proof. We will prove (⁄) ¡!RnA0µ¡!RjA0 – »A0 . Then (a) follows because we have
¡!R=A0=¡!RnA0 – »A0µ¡!RjA0 – »A0µ¡!R=A0 by Theorem 3.1 and (⁄). Further-
more, (b) follows from (⁄) and Theorem 3.2 by induction on j.
To prove (⁄) it su–ces to prove (¡!RnA0)i µ (¡!RjA0)i– »A0 for all i ‚ 0. We do so
by induction on i. The claim is trivial for i = 0. Assume s(¡!RnA0)i+1t by R : ¡) u!
v[[°]], p 2 O(s) and ¿ . Then sjp »A0 ¿(u) and ¿(a)(¡!RnA0)⁄i – »A0 –( ¡ˆRnA0)⁄i ¿(b)
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for all a = b 2 ¡. By the induction hypothesis we have ¿(a)(¡!RjA0)⁄i – »A0 –( ¡ˆRjA0
)⁄i ¿(b) for all a = b 2 ¡ and hence s »A0 s[¿(u)]p(¡!RjA0)i+1t. Now (the proof of)
Theorem 3.2 gives s(¡!RjA0)i+1t0 »A0 t for a suitable t0 2 Term(F [A0]). This flnishes
the induction step. 2
Quasi-syntactic rewrite systems allow for a restricted use of base symbols and variables
in the rewrite patterns only. Nevertheless, one obtains a powerful speciflcation setting.
Note that R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]] is quasi-syntactic if u is linear and contains no f0 2 F0.
This condition is easily met in practice. For example, the axioms of Example 2.1 induce
quasi-syntactic rewrite rules provided one directs them in the canonical fashion from left
to right. As there are widely used programming paradigms which work with similar or
even stronger restrictions, we think that it is worth continuing the study of the quasi-
syntactic rewrite systems. In this paper, however, we consider the problems which are
induced by the semantically enriched rewrite relations. One such problem concerns the
question of computability.
computability aspects
We mainly consider the local-semantic rewrite relation here. Note that this relation
is in general hard to compute as it involves semantic matching (i.e. compute a ground
substitution ¿ , if it exists, such that sjp »A0 ¿(u)), a semantic constraint check (i.e.
decide whether ¿ satisfles °) and a semantic equivalence check (i.e. decide whether some
terms a0; b0 2 Term(F [A0]) satisfy a0 »A0 b0). All these semantic operations may be
undecidable. For instance, if the base algebra describes elementary arithmetics over the
integer numbers, then semantic matching amounts in equation solving and thus is equiv-
alent to Hilbert’s 10th problem. The latter is known to be undecidable. Furthermore,
if the operations provided by the base algebra are not computable, then the semantic
constraint check and the semantic equivalence check are not decidable. We next list some
straightforward conditions which allow one to obtain a computable local-semantic rewrite
relation.
We say that R induces a computable matching problem wrt A0 iff the following con-
dition holds: if R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]] 2 R and s 2 Term(F [A0]), then one can (i) decide
whether there exists a ground substitution ¿ such that s »A0 ¿(u) and (ii) compute such
a ground substitution ¿ whenever it exists. Furthermore, we say that R induces a decid-
able constraint check wrt A0 iff the following condition holds: if R : ¡) u! v[[°]] 2 R
and ¿ is a ground substitution for R, then one can decide whether ¿ satisfles °.
We say that R is computable wrt A0 iff R induces (i) a computable matching matching
wrt A0 and (ii) a decidable constraint check wrt A0.
Finally, we say that A0 is computable iff all operations of A0 are computable. Note
that whenever A0 is computable, then one can decide for arbitrary s; t 2 Term(F [A0])
whether s »A0 t.
For applying a rewrite rule one has to check recursively whether the conditions of the
rule are satisfled. In order to make this check flnite, we suitably generalize the notion of
decreasingness (see Dershowitz and Okada (1990) for the syntactic case).
Definition 3.6. The rewrite system R is called decreasing wrt A0 (and ¡!RnA0) iff
there exists a well-founded partial ordering ´ on Term(F [A0]) such that (i) ¡!RnA0µ´
and (ii) for all s 2 Term(F [A0]), all R : ¡) u! v[[°]] 2 R and all ground substitutions
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¿ for R, if s »A0 s[¿(u)]p and if ¿ satisfles °, then s ´ ¿(w) for all w occurring in an
equation from ¡.
Lemma 3.3. Let R be a rewrite system that is decreasing wrt A0. Let A0 be computable.
Let R be computable wrt A0. Then the relation ¡!RnA0 is computable.
The proof of the lemma is straightforward. One uses the same arguments as in the
mere syntactic case.
Next we brie°y comment on the semantical matching problem. Besides the \negative"
undecidability result stated above there are many \positive" results too. One obtains a
decidable matching problem wrt A0 if (i) the base algebra A0 is rather simple or if (ii)
the syntactical structure of the rules is kept simple. To give an example for the case (i)
let A0 describe the \Pre…burger arithmetic". Then A0 gives rise to a decidable matching
problem. Concerning case (ii) there are other interesting cases too. For instance, if A0
describes the integer number arithmetic (including multiplication), then one may restrict
the left-hand sides of the rewrite rules to contain base terms with a \linear structure"
only. For instance, even(2 ⁄ x)! true and even(2 ⁄ x+ 1)! false are such rules. In this
particular case, matching modulo A0 amounts in solving linear equations. Finally note
that general syntactic restrictions leading to a decidable semantical matching are given
in Dershowitz et al. (1992).
Finally, we comment on the quasi-syntactic rewrite relation. By Theorem 3.3 it is
powerful enough if for each rule R : ¡) u! v[[°]] the term u is linear and F0-free. For
rewriting a term t 2 Term(F [A0]) using R we need (i) to compute a syntactic match ¿
such that ¿(u) is a sub-term of t and (ii) to test whether ¿ satisfles °. The problem (i) is
easy and the problem (ii) is constraint satisfaction, not constraint solving. It is also easy
in many cases.
a rewrite criterion for consistency
As discussed above, the notion of consistency describes an important correctness prop-
erty of speciflcations over pre-deflned structures (see Theorems 2.1 to 2.3). So there is
a great interest in methods which enable one to verify consistency. The following result
allows one to obtain such a method by using notions which are based on term rewrit-
ing.
Let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]] be a given speciflcation. Let R be a rewrite system for E .
Lemma 3.4. If the rewrite relation ¡!RnA0 is con°uent modulo »A0 , then the following
statement is true: »E;A0= (¡!RnA0)⁄– »A0 –( ¡ˆRnA0)⁄.
Proof. One easily shows by induction that the inclusion (»E;A0)i µ (¡!R=A0)⁄ –
( ¡ˆR=A0)⁄ holds for all i. This proves the inclusion »E;A0µ (¡!R=A0)⁄ – ( ¡ˆR=A0)⁄.
The other inclusion (¡!R=A0)⁄ – ( ¡ˆR=A0)⁄ µ»E;A0 is trivially satisfled. This proves
»E;A0= (¡!R=A0)⁄– »A0 –( ¡ˆR=A0)⁄. From Theorem 3.1 we may deduce (¡!RnA0
)⁄ = (¡!R=A0)⁄– »A0 . Hence we have »E;A0= (¡!RnA0)⁄– »A0 –( ¡ˆRnA0)⁄. 2
Theorem 3.4. Let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]] be a given speciflcation. Let R be a rewrite
system for E. Let ¡!RnA0 be con°uent modulo »A0 . Then Spec is consistent.
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Proof. Let s; t 2 Term(F0[A0]). Let s »E;A0 t. As ¡!RnA0 is con°uent modulo »A0
we obtain s(¡!RnA0)⁄– »A0 –( ¡ˆRnA0)⁄t according to Lemma 3.4. As R satisfles the
signature condition, base terms are irreducible wrt ¡!RnA0 . Hence s »A0 t. 2
One easily proves in the same way:
Corollary 3.2. Let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]] be a given speciflcation. Let R be a
quasi-syntactic rewrite system for E. Let ¡!RjA0 be con°uent modulo A0. Then Spec is
consistent.
We will see in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 how to prove that ¡!R=A0 is con°uent. (A test for
the rewrite relation ¡!RjA0 is similar, but simpler.) As we are interested in consistent
speciflcations only, we deflne here:
Definition 3.7. A speciflcation Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]] is admissible if either (i) or
(ii) holds, where:
(i) ¡!R=A0 is con°uent modulo »A0 , and
(ii) R is quasi-syntactic and ¡!RjA0 is con°uent modulo »A0 .
Note that it su–ces to require for con°uence modulo»A0 in order to obtain consistency.
In particular, no termination requirement is needed. The latter result can be generalized
to speciflcations over a class of algebras in the following obvious fashion.
Theorem 3.5. Let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[D0]] be a given speciflcation. Let R be a rewrite
system for E. Let ¡!RnA0 be con°uent modulo »A0 for all A0 2 D0. Then Spec is
uniformly consistent.
4. Con°uence and Termination Criteria
We flrst consider a speciflcation Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]] with one base algebra
representing the pre-deflned structures. Below we brie°y outline how the multi-algebra
case can be treated in an analogous fashion. Let R be a rewrite relation for E (i.e.
Equ(R) = E .)
4.1. total variable restriction
In our speciflcation setting we distinguish between base variables x 2 V0, which may be
instantiated by base terms only, and general variables X 2 V1, which may be instantiated
by any term. It turns out to be advantageous to have a restriction saying that X 2 V1
may be instantiated by non-base terms only. We will express that by using the pseudo-
constraint nb(X). In addition, we introduce the pseudo-constraint b(X) to express the
fact that X is to be instantiated by base terms only. The latter of course could be done
as well by replacing X by a base variable.
Now we perform a case splitting of any rule R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]] according to the
fact that any X 2 V1 \ var(R) is restricted by nb(X) or b(X). This case splitting of
R results in a set of rules ext(R), the extension of R, each R0 2 ext(R) being of the
form R0 : ¡ ) u ! v[[°0]]. Here °0 is an extended constraint consisting of the original
constraint ° and a set of pseudo-constraints of the form nb(X) or b(X). Take for example
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R : ¡) f(X;X + Y )! f(X;Y )[[°]]. Then ext(R) consists of the four rules:
R1 : ¡) f(X;X + Y )! f(X;Y )[[°; b(X);b(Y )]].
R2 : ¡) f(X;X + Y )! f(X;Y )[[°; b(X);nb(Y )]].
R3 : ¡) f(X;X + Y )! f(X;Y )[[°; nb(X);b(Y )]].
R4 : ¡) f(X;X + Y )! f(X;Y )[[°; nb(X);nb(Y )]].
Definition 4.1. The extension ext(R) of a rewrite system R is the union of all ext(R)
with R 2 R.
Note that ext(R) consists of the single rule R only if R contains base variables only.
If R contains n general variables, then ext(R) consists of 2n rules. As n is small in most
cases, the blow-up from R to ext(R) is moderate in general.
In the rest of this section we mean by ° an extended constraint. A term t is totally
restricted by ° if ° contains a pseudo-constraint b(X) or nb(X) for each X 2 V1 \var(t).
A rewrite rule R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]] is totally restricted if u is totally restricted by °. A
rewrite system R is totally restricted if all rules R 2 R are totally restricted.
Assume t is totally restricted by °. Then t is called purely base wrt ° if all symbols
occuring in t are base symbols from F0 and all variables occuring in t are either base
variables from V0 or general variables X restricted by a related pseudo-constraint b(X)
in °. And, t is called mixed wrt ° if t is not F1-free or if there is a general variable X in
t that is restricted by a pseudo-constraint nb(X) in °.
A §[A0]-ground substitution ¿ with X 2 dom(¿) satisfles a pseudo-constraint b(X) if
¿(X) 2 Term(F0[A0]). It satisfles a pseudo-constraint nb(X) if ¿(X) 62 Term(F0[A0]).
Let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]]. The totally restricted rewrite system for E results from
E by flrst orienting the equations in E and then extending the resulting rewrite rules.
We use the following example to study con°uence and termination of rewrite systems.
Example 4.1.
Pre-deflned structures
sorts : nat
operations : 0 : nat
+ : nat;nat! nat
given by
the algebra of natural numbers
New structures
sorts :
operations : g : nat; nat! nat
variables : x; y : nat
X;Y : nat^
deflned by the axioms E resp. E 0 resp. E 00
(1) g(X; 0) = X
(2) g(0; Y ) = Y
(3) g(X + Y; Y ) = g(X;Y )
(4) g(X;X + Y ) = g(X;Y )
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(10) g(x; 0) = x
(20) g(0; y) = y
(30) g(x+ y; y) = g(x; y)
(40) g(x; x+ y) = g(x; y)
(100) g(x; 0) = x
(200) g(0; y) = y
(300) g(x+ y; y) = g(x; y) if [[y 6= 0]]
(400) g(x; x+ y) = g(x; y) if [[x 6= 0]]
Let R, R0 and R00 result from E , E 0 and E 00 by orienting the equations from left to
right. Then the totally restricted rewrite systems for E 0 and E 00 are R0 and R00. The
totally restricted rewrite system for E consists of 2 + 2 + 4 + 4 = 12 rules.
Clearly, for any rewrite system R, R is con°uent (resp. terminating) if ext(R) is
con°uent (resp. terminating). So it su–ces to test con°uence and termination for totally
restricted rewrite systems.
4.2. constrained unification
In this section we slightly generalize the \standard" uniflcation algorithm for mere
syntactic equation solving such that it can be used in our semantically enriched context
as well. We flrst review some of the main ideas concerning the syntactic case.
Let s = t be a given equation. A solution of this equation is a substitution ¿ satisfying
¿(s) · ¿(t). A most general solution of s = t is a substitution „ (called most general
unifler) such that for every solution ¿ of s = t there exists a substitution ¿ 0 with ¿ = ¿ 0„.
A uniflcation algorithm receives an equation s = t as input and produces a most general
solution „ as output provided the given equation has solutions. Otherwise it indicates
that no solution exists.
In our case we have to consider constrained equations of the type s = t[[°]] such
that s = t is totally restricted by °. A solution of s = t[[°]] (wrt A0) is a ground
substitution ¿ over Term(F [A0]) which (i) satisfles ° and (ii) satisfles ¿(s) »A0 ¿(t). In
the semantically enriched context one cannot expect that one single most general solution
exists which represents all solutions, just analogously to the mere syntactic case. There
are algebras where one cannot decide whether an equation has a solution or not. And,
even if one knows that solutions exist, one may not be able to represent all solutions by
suitable substitutions in a flnite fashion. The usual way to circumvent these problems is
to perform a kind of partial uniflcation which uses a more liberal representation of the
solutions. Our goal here is to use so-called constrained substitutions for that purpose. A
constrained substitution is a pair (¾; °), written ¾[[°]]. The substitution ¾ represents the
explicit part of the solution and the constraint ° the implicit part, which cannot yet be
solved explicitly.
Next we design an inference system U according to Martelli and Montanari (1982) for
the uniflcation problem S[[°]], consisting of a multiset S of equations over Term(F; V )
which are all totally restricted by the constraint °. The set of solutions of S[[°]] is
Sol(S[[°]]) = f¿ j¿ is a §[A0]ground substitution satisfying ° and ¿(s) »A0 ¿(t) for all
(s = t) 2 Sg. Let Sol(S;¾[[°]]) = f¿¾j¿ 2 Sol(S[[°]])g. By these deflnitions we have
Sol(S[[°]]) = Sol(S; i[[°]]), where i is the identity substitution. We call „[[–]] a solution
representation of S[[°]] iff Sol(S[[°]]) = Sol(;;„[[–]]). Then we have Sol(S[[°]]) = f¿„j¿
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satisfles –g. Let ? be a pseudo-element representing the constraint which is satisfled by
no substitution.
The inference system U is designed to transform (S; i[[°]]) into (;;„[[–]]). The inference
system U consists of the following inference rules:
(a) (S; s = t;¾[[°]])
(S;¾[[°; s = t]])
if s and t are both purely base wrt °.
(b) (S; s = t;¾[[°]])
(;; i[[?]])
if s is purely base wrt ° and t is mixed wrt °, or if t is purely base wrt ° and s is
mixed wrt °.
(c) (S; s = t;¾[[°]])
(S; s1 = t1; : : : ; sn = tn;¾[[°]])
if s and t are both mixed wrt ° and if s · f(s1; : : : ; sn) and t · f(t1; : : : ; tn).
(d) (S; s = t;¾[[°]])
(;; i[[?]])
if s and t are both mixed wrt ° and if s · f(s1; : : : ; sn) and t · g(t1; : : : ; tm) and
f 6· g.
(e) (S; s = t;¾[[°]])
(;; i[[?]])
if s and t are both mixed wrt ° and if s · X 2 V , s 6· t and X 2 var(t).
(f) (S; s = t;¾[[°]])
(¾x(S);¾x¾[[¾x(°)]])
if (i) s and t are both mixed wrt °, (ii) s · x 2 V and x 62 var(t), (iii) ¾x denotes
the substitution with ¾x(x) = t and ¾x(y) = y for all y 6· x.
We comment on how the inference system U works. U transforms state (S; ¾[[°]])
consisting of a problem part S, which is a multiset of equations, and a solution part
¾[[°]]. Here ¾ is a substitution with dom(¾) µ V1, dom(¾) \ var(S) = ;, and ° is an
extended constraint. The system U is not intended to simplify the constraint °. This is
out of the scope of this paper. U chooses non-deterministically an equation s = t from S
and processes it. For given s = t, exactly one inference rule in U applies: (a) covers the
case that both terms, s and t are purely base. (b) covers the case that exactly one of the
two terms is purely base. The remaining four rules cover the case where both terms, s and
t are mixed terms. (c) and (d) cover the cases that we have resp. have not a clash and,
flnally, (e) and (f) cover the cases where one of the two terms is a variable (necessarily
in V1) and the occur-check is true resp. false.
Let (S;¾[[°]]) ‘U (S 0;¾0[[°0]]) if (S 0;¾0[[°0]]) results from (S;¾[[°]]) by using an infer-
ence rule from U . We write M »A0 M 0 for two sets M;M 0 of ground substitutions over
Term(F [A0]) iff for all ¿ 2 M there exists ¿ 0 2 M 0 such that ¿ »A0 ¿ 0 and vice versa.
The following lemmata state the main correctness properties of U .
Lemma 4.1. Let (S;¾[[°]]) ‘U (S 0;¾0[[°0]]). Then Sol(S;¾[[°]]) »A0 Sol(S 0;¾0[[°0]]).
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Proof. We have to consider the six inference rules by which the inference step is per-
formed. The case (a) is trivial. For case (b) assume that (S; s = t;¾[[°]]) has a solution
¿ . Then ¿ is also a solution of s = t[[true]], so we have ¿(s) »A0 ¿(t). But one of the two
terms ¿(s) and ¿(t) is in Term(F0[A0]) while the other is not. So ¿(s) »A0 ¿(t) is impos-
sible. This shows that (S; s = t;¾[[°]]) has no solution. For cases (c ) and (d) flrst notice
that by the deflnition of »A0 , the two non-base §[A0]-ground terms s · f(s1; : : : ; sn)
and t · g(t1; : : : ; tm) we have s »A0 t iff f = g and si »A0 ti for i = 1; : : : ; n. So in case
(c ) ¿ is a solution of (S; s = t;¾[[°]]) iff ¿ is a solution of (S; s1 = t1; : : : sn = tn;¾[[°]]).
And in case (d) (S; s = t;¾[[°]]) has no solution. In case (e) note that X 2 V1, nb(X) 2 °
and X 6· t. Assume that ¿ satisfles °. Thus, ¿(X) is not F1-free. Induction on the term
structure of ¿(X) shows that ¿(X) »A0 ¿(t) is impossible. So s = t[[°]] has no solution.
The case (f) is trivial. 2
Lemma 4.2. If U starts with (S; i[[°]]), then it terminates after a flnite number of steps
providing a pair (;;„[[–]]) such that „[[–]] is a solution representation of S[[°]].
Proof. This is trivial because for any s = t in S exactly one inference rule in U applies. 2
We consider some uniflcation problems which result from overlaps between the rules
Restr(R) from Example 4.1.
Constrained equation Solution representation
g(x+ y; y) = g(x0; x0 + y0)[[>]] i[[x+ y = x0; y = x0 + y0]]
g(X + y; y) = g(x+ Y; Y )[[nb(X); nb(Y )]] i[[?]]
g(X + Y; Y ) = g(X 0; X 0 + Y 0)[[nb(X); nb(Y ); nb(X 0); nb(Y 0)]] i[[?]]
4.3. critical pair criteria
Let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]] be a speciflcation, let R0 result from E by orienting the
conditional constrained equations, and let R = ext(R0) be the extension of R0. So, any
rule in R is totally restricted and ° always denotes an extended constraint.
Our goal now is to design a critical pair criterion for ground con°uence modulo »A0
of the local-semantic rewrite relation ¡!RnA0 . The notion of a critical pair is deflned
analogously to the familiar syntactic case.
Definition 4.2. Let R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]] and R0 : ¡0 ) u0 ! v0[[°0]] be two totally
restricted rules from R that (w.l.o.g.) share no variables. Let „[[–]] be a solution repre-
sentation of ujp = u0[[°; °0]], where p is a non-variable position in u and where – 6= ?.
Then the constrained conditional equation
„(¡); „(¡0)) „(u)[„(v0)]p = „(v)[[–]]
is said to be a critical pair between R and R0. Let Crit(R) denote the set of all critical
pairs resulting from the rules of R.
Below we show how to assure con°uence of the local-semantic rewrite relation ¡!RnA0
by using ground joinability properties of the respective critical pairs. Note that we con-
sider two cases: flrst, the \standard case" where ¡!RnA0 is terminating; second, the
\non-standard case" where no termination requirement concerning ¡!RnA0 is given.
The following notions are to capture our notions of ground joinability.
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Let #RnA0=¡!⁄RnA0 – »A0 – ¡ˆ⁄RnA0 and let #
•1
RnA0=¡!
•1
RnA0 – »A0 – ¡ˆ⁄RnA0
\ ¡!⁄RnA0 – »A0 – ¡ˆ
•1
RnA0 . Now let ¿ be a ground substitution over §[A0] and
let s; t 2 Term(F; V ). We say that ¿ satisfles s = t wrt #RnA0 (resp. wrt #•1RnA0) iff
¿(a) #RnA0 ¿(b) (resp. ¿(a) #•1RnA0 ¿(b)). Furthermore, ¿ is said to satisfy a constrained
conditional equation ¡ ) s = t[[°]] wrt #RnA0 iff whenever ¿ satisfles ° and ¿ satisfles
every equation from ¡ wrt #RnA0 , then ¿ satisfles s = t wrt #RnA0 as well. Similarily, ¿ is
said to satisfy a constrained conditional equation ¡) s = t[[°]] wrt #•1RnA0 iff whenever
¿ satisfles ° and ¿ satisfles every equation from ¡ wrt #RnA0 , then ¿ satisfles s = t wrt
#•1RnA0 . Finally, a constrained conditional equation C is said to be valid wrt #RnA0 (resp.
#•1RnA0) iff ¿ satisfles C wrt #RnA0 (resp. #
•1
RnA0) for all ground substitutions ¿ for C.
Let R0 contain a rule R0 : ¡ ) u[X] ! v[[°]] containing a general variable X 2 V1.
Then R contains the two rules R : ¡ ) u[X] ! v[[°;b(X)]] and R0 : ¡ ) u[X] !
v[[°;nb(X)]]. Note that no ground substitution ¿ satisfles the constraint b(X);nb(X).
So, if – in the constrained conditional equation in Deflnition 4.1 contains b(X);nb(X),
then this equation does not result in a critical pair.
Theorem 4.1. Let R be decreasing wrt A0. If Crit(R) is valid wrt #RnA0 , then ¡!RnA0
is ground con°uent modulo »A0 .
Proof. Let ´ be a well-founded partial ordering on Term(F [A0]) according to the def-
inition of decreasingness.
Let P be an auxiliary meta-predicate with the following meaning. Let P (s) be true
for s 2 Term(F [A0]) iff the following condition holds: for all s1; s2 2 Term(F [A0]),
if s1 ¡ˆ+RnA0 s ¡!
+
RnA0 s2, then s1 #RnA0 s2. We show that P (s) is true for all
s 2 Term(F [A0]), using Noetherian induction wrt the ordering ´.
Let s 2 Term(F [A0]). Let P (t) be true for all t 2 Term(F [A0]) with s ´ t. Let further
s1 ¡ˆ⁄RnA0 t1 ¡ˆRnA0 s ¡!RnA0 t2 ¡!⁄RnA0 s2. We show that t1 #RnA0 t2. Then one
easily verifles, using the induction hypothesis wrt P and Corollary 3.1, that s1 #RnA0 s2
is true as well.
Let s ¡!RnA0 t1 using R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]], ¿ and p 2 O(s). Let s ¡!RnA0 t2 using
R0 : ¡0 ) u0 ! v0[[°0]], ¿ and q 2 O(s). Note that we can use w.l.o.g. the same ground
substitution ¿ for both rewrite steps.
The case where p and q are disjoint is easy. So let q be below p. If p is not the top-
position †, then we can use the induction hypothesis to show the claim. So let p = † in
the sequel.
We flrst consider the case where q 2 O(u) and ujq 62 V . Note that ¿ satisfles ujq =
u0[[°; °0]]. Let „[[–]] be a solution representation for ujq = u0[[°; °0]]. It follows that
there exists a ground substitution ¿ 0 with ¿ = ¿i »A0 ¿ 0„ which satisfles – in addi-
tion. Let C : „(¡); „(¡0) ) „(u)[„(v0)]q = „(v)[[–]] be the related critical pair induced
by R and R0. We show that ¿ 0 satisfles every equation from „(¡); „(¡0) wrt #RnA0 .
Let „(a) = „(b) 2 „(¡); „(¡0). We know that ¿(a) #RnA0 ¿(b). Hence ¿ 0„(a) »A0
¿(a) #RnA0 ¿(b) »A0 ¿ 0„(b). As ¡!RnA0 commutes over »A0 according to Corollary
3.1, we directly obtain that ¿ 0„(a) #RnA0 ¿ 0„(b). As Crit(R) is valid wrt #RnA0 it fol-
lows that ¿ 0 satisfles „(u)[„(v0)]q = „(v) wrt #RnA0 . But then we obtain t1 #RnA0 t2 as
well.
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Now let q 62 O(u) or q 2 O(u), ujq 2 V . Then ¿(u0) is a subterm of ¿(X) for
some X 2 var(u). Note that X 2 V1 is a general variable restricted by a pseudo-
constraint nb(X) because ¿(u0) is not in Term(F0[A0]) by the signature condition. Hence
R : ¡) u[X]! v°0; nb(X) for a suitable °0. Note that °0 does not involve the variable
X. Note further that there exists a rule R00 : ¡ ) u[X] ! v[[°0;b(X)]] in R according
to the construction of R.
Now let ¿(X)jr · ¿(u0). Let ¿ 0 be the substitution that results from ¿ as follows:
let ¿ 0(X) · ¿(X)[¿(v0)]r and let ¿ 0(y) · ¿(y) for all remaining variables y. Then
¿(y) ¡!⁄RjA0 – »A0 ¿ 0(y) for all y 2 V . It follows that ¿ 0(v) »A0 – ¡ˆ⁄RnA0 ¿(v)
¡ˆRnA0 ¿(u) ¡!RnA0 ¿(u)[¿ 0(x)]r ¡!⁄RnA0 – »A0 ¿ 0(u). We show that one obtains
¿ 0(u) ¡!RnA0 ¿ 0(v). The statement to be shown then follows immediately.
As ¿(u) ¡!RnA0 ¿(v), the following items are true: (i) ¿ satisfles ° and (ii) ¿ satis-
fles ¡ wrt #RnA0 . Note that we perhaps have to change the rule in order to show that
¿ 0(u) ¡!RnA0 ¿ 0(v). This can happen if ¿ 0 does not satisfy the variable restriction nb(X)
due to the rewrite step ¿(X) ¡!RnA0 ¿ 0(X). But in such a case we can use the related
rule R00 (involving b(X) instead of nb(X)). Obviously, ¿ 0 satisfles °0 because °0 does not
involve X. Thus ¿ 0 satisfles °0; nb(X) resp. °0; b(X). Next we show that ¿ 0 satisfles ¡ wrt
#RnA0 . Let a = b 2 ¡. We know that ¿(a) #RnA0 ¿(b). As P (¿(a)) and P (¿(b)) are true
due to the decreasingness assumption and the induction hypothesis, one easily verifles
that ¿ 0 satisfles a = b wrt #RnA0 too. 2
Corollary 4.1. Let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[A0]] be a given speciflcation. Let R be an
extended rewrite system for E. Let R be decreasing wrt A0. Let Crit(R) be valid wrt
#RnA0 . Then Spec is consistent.
The decreasingness condition is used in the proof above mainly to treat variable over-
laps. If we assure that there are no such variable overlaps, then one can easily derive a
con°uence criterion that does not need the decreasingness condition. In fact, ¡!RnA0
may be non-terminating.
Theorem 4.2. Let R be such that all variables involved in R are base variables. If
Crit(R) is valid wrt #•1RnA0 , then ¡!RnA0 is ground con°uent modulo »A0 .
In order to show this theorem one verifles that the relation ¡!RnA0 is strongly con-
°uent modulo »A0 . As ¡!RnA0 commutes over »A0 by Corollary 3.1, it follows from
Lemma 3.1 that ¡!RnA0 is con°uent modulo »A0 too.
Note that the validity of Crit(R) wrt #•1RnA0 is trivially satisfled if there are no critical
pairs at all. This latter case is often given if one specifles in a way such that overlaps of
rules result from disjunctive case splittings only.
examples
We flrst consider the speciflcation of prime numbers outlined in the introduction. We
assume that all equations are directed from left to right. The critical pairs induced by the
related (totally restricted) rewrite rules are all valid wrt #RnA0 . We only consider here
the \top-level" overlap resulting from the axiom sqrt(x ⁄ x+ n) = x[[2 ⁄ x+ 1 > n]]. The
related rewrite rule produces the top-level critical pair x = x0[[x⁄x+n = x0⁄x0+n0; 2⁄x >
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n; 2 ⁄ x0 > n0]]. As A0 j= (x ⁄ x+ n = x0 ⁄ x0 + n0; 2 ⁄ x+ 1 > n; 2 ⁄ x0 + 1 > n0)) x = x0,
one directly obtains the desired joinability property.
Note that such top-level overlaps of a rule with itself have to be considered in our
semantically enriched context. This can be seen by the following simple rule (over the
natural number algebra): R : f(x + y) ! x. R induces the top-level critical pair x =
x0[[x + y = x0 + y0]]. This critical pair is not valid wrt ¡!RnA0 . For instance, we have
A0 j= 1+1 = 0+2, but 1 »A0 0 does not hold. (These overlaps need also to be considered
for rewriting modulo a set of equations as in Jouannaud and Kirchner (1986).)
We now consider the speciflcation of the greatest common divisor over the natural
numbers (see Example 4.1). Let R (resp. R0 resp. R00) denote the canonical extended
rewrite system for E (resp. E 0 resp. E 00). We flrst consider the rewrite system R0.
Note that ¡!R0nA0 is not terminating (and thus not decreasing) here. For instance,
g(0; 0) ¡!R0nA0 g(0; 0) by rule (30) because g(0; 0) »A0 g(0+0; 0). In order to show con-
°uence of ¡!R0nA0 we are going to use Theorem 4.2. In particular we next (informally)
show that C = Crit(R0) is valid wrt #•1R0nA0 .
The critical pairs are given by the following constrained conditional equations:
(10; 10) x = x0[[x = x0; 0 = 0]]
(10; 20) x = y0[[x = 0; 0 = y0]]
(10; 30) x = g(x0; y0)[[x = x0 + y0; 0 = y0]]
(10; 40) x = g(x0; y0)[[x = x0; 0 = x0 + y0]]
(20; 20) y = y0[[0 = 0; y = y0]]
(20; 30) y = g(x0; y0)[[0 = x0 + y0; y = y0]]
(20; 40) y = g(x0; y0)[[0 = x0; y = x0 + y0]]
(30; 30) g(x; y) = g(x0; y0)[[x+ y = x0 + y0; y = y0]]
(30; 40) g(x; y) = g(x0; y0)[[x+ y = x0; y = x0 + y0]]
(40; 40) g(x; y) = g(x0; y0)[[x = x0; x+ y = x0 + y0]]:
We only discuss the cases (10; 40) and (30; 40). The other cases can be treated analogously.
Our informal argumentation uses a kind of \constraint propagation". The latter is a
procedure which makes the solution representation more explicit. Concerning the case
(10; 40), for example, it follows directly that x = x0 = y0 = 0. Hence we only have to
show that 0 = g(0; 0) is valid wrt #•1R0nA0 . The latter, however, is obviously true. Now
we consider the critical pair (30; 40). Here we use the fact that A0 j= (x + y = x0 ^ y =
x0 + y0) ) (x = 0 ^ y0 = 0). Thus (by using a suitable instantiation) we have to verify
that g(0; y) = g(x0; 0) is valid wrt #•1R0nA0 . The latter can be shown by using (su itably
deflned) schematized reduction steps. We do not proceed further here by designing a
calculus for verifying ground joinability. This can be done by generalizing the methods
for the mere syntactic case (see Becker (1994)).
Using such argumentation, all critical pairs resulting from R0 can be treated success-
fully. Using Theorem 4.2 we obtain that ¡!R0nA0 is indeed ground con°uent. Note that
we can infer from this result that the speciflcation based on the axioms E 0 is consistent.
Now we consider the totally restricted rewrite system R for E . Things are more compli-
cated now. We can use neither Theorem 4.1 nor Theorem 4.2. Firstly note that ¡!RnA0
is not terminating. Second, note that R consists of 12 rules, among them are
(fi)g(X + Y; Y )! g(X;Y )[[nb(X);nb(Y )]]
(fl)g(X 0; X 0 + Y 0)! g(X 0; Y 0)[[nb(X 0);nb(Y 0)]]
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(°)g(X + Y; Y )! g(X;Y )[[b(X);b(Y )]]:
Note that there is no critical pair. In order to show ground con°uence of ¡!RnA0 one
may verify that ¡!RnA0µ !ˆ⁄R0nA0 . This is true because g is totally deflned wrt the
base algebra.
The system R00 can be dealt with in a similar way as the system R. If we want to
argue more directly, we can use Theorem 4.1. Note that ¡!R00nA0 is decreasing. This
will be shown in the next section.
Finally, we give an example where ¡!RnA0 is not terminating, but easily proved to
be con°uent.
Example 4.2.
Pre-deflned structures
sorts : nat
operations : 0 : nat
+ : nat;nat! nat
given by
the algebra of natural numbers
New structures
sorts :
operations : div : nat;nat! nat
f : nat; nat;nat;nat! nat
variables : x; y; z1; z2 : nat
deflned by the axioms:
f(x; y; z1; z2) = z1 if [[x = z2]]
f(x; y; z1; z2) = f(x; y; z1 + 1; z2 + y) if [[x 6= z2]]
div(x; y) = f(x; y; 0; 0) if [[y 6= 0]]
Let R denote the rewrite system resulting from the axioms by directing them in the
canonical fashion. Note that ¡!RnA0 is not terminating because there is an inflnite
sequence div(n;m)¡!RnA0 ¢ ¢ ¢ iff n;m are such that m does not divide n. Further note
that we have div(n;m) ¡!⁄RnA0 k iff m ⁄ k = n. As we have Crit(R) = ;, ¡!RnA0 is
con°uent modulo A0 by Theorem 4.2. Finally note that R is quasi-syntactic. So we may
use the rewrite relation ¡!RjA0 instead of ¡!RnA0 for computing the value of div(n;m).
4.4. a termination criterion
In this section we outline how to prove termination (decreasingness) of the local-
semantic rewrite relation. In particular, we show how to generalize the familiar lexico-
graphic path ordering construction for that purpose.
a decreasingness criterion
Definition 4.3. A partial ordering ´ on Term(F [A0]) is called a hierarchic ground
reduction ordering wrt A0 iff the following conditions are satisfled:
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(i) ´ is well-founded.
(ii) ´ is weakly monotonic: For all s; t 2 Term(F [A0]) and all f 2 F , if s ´ t and s is
mixed, then f(: : : ; s; : : :) ´ f(: : : ; t; : : :).
(iii) ´ has the weak subterm property: For all s 2 Term(F [A0]), if sjp is mixed and
p 6= †, then s ´ sjp.
(iv) ´ is compatible with A0: For all s; s0; t; t0 2 Term(F [A0]), if s »A0 s0 ´ t0 »A0 t,
then s ´ t.
In the sequel we use constrained relations of the type s ´ t[[°]] in order to design
the termination criteria. For technical reasons (see below) we introduce another type
of constrained relation, which are of the type s … t[[°]]. Let R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]]. Let
Ord(R) be the set of constrained relations consisting of u ´ v[[°]] and all the constrained
relations u ´ w[[°]] such that w is one side of an equation in ¡.
Let ´A0 be a partial ordering on Term(F [A0]) and let …A0 be an equivalence relation
on Term(F [A0]). We say that a ground substitution ¿ over §[A0] satisfles s ´ t[[°]] wrt
´A0 (resp. s … t[[°]] wrt …A0) iff the following implication holds: if ¿ satisfles °, then
¿(s) ´A0 ¿(t) (resp. ¿(s) …A0 ¿(t)). A set S[[°]] of constrained relations of type s ´ t[[°]]
(and s … t[[°]]) is said to be valid wrt ´A0 (and …A0) iff every ground substitution ¿
satisfles s ´ t[[°]] wrt ´A0 (and s … t[[°]] wrt …A0).
Definition 4.4. Let ´A0 be a partial ordering on Term(F [A0]). A rewrite rule R :
¡) u! v[[°]] is said to be compatible with ´A0 iff Ord(R) is valid wrt ´A0 . A rewrite
system R is said to be compatible with ´A0 iff every rule R 2 R is compatible with
´A0 .
Theorem 4.3. Let R be a rewrite system over §0 v § that is compatible with a hier-
archic ground reduction ordering ´A0 wrt A0. Then ¡!RnA0 is decreasing wrt A0.
Proof. Let R : ¡ ) u ! v[[°]] be a rewrite rule and let ¿ be a ground substitution
for R such that ¿ satisfles °. Let sjp »A0 ¿(u). As R is compatible with ´A0 we have
¿(u) ´ ¿(v). As ¿(u) is mixed it follows that s ´ t by weak monotonicity. As R is
compatible with ´A0 we also have ¿(u) ´ ¿(w) for all w occurring in ¡. As ´A0 has the
weak subterm property it follows that s succ¿(u) or s »A0 ¿(u). Now using the fact that
´A0 is compatible with A0 we obtain that s ´A0 ¿(w) for all w occurring in ¡. 2
4.5. a path ordering construction
We next show how one can construct hierarchic ground reduction orderings by using
the familiar lexicographic path ordering construction (other path orderings like the re-
cursive path ordering can be treated just ana logously). The idea is quite simple: one
uses syntactic decomposition according to a syntactic precedence as long as the terms
to be compared are mixed. If one of the terms becomes purely base, then the strategy is
changed. First, a mixed term is always greater than a purely base term. Second, if both
terms involved are purely base, then they may be compared wrt a well-founded semantic
ordering which is deflned on the base algebra. In the sequel we are going to formalize
these ideas.
First, we assume that the algebra A0 is enriched by a well-founded partial ordering >A0
on A0. Note that >A0 may be the empty relation. This ordering induces a well-founded
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semantically motivated quasi-ordering ‚sem on Term(F0[A0]) as follows: let s ‚sem t iff
(i) sA0 >A0 tA0 or (ii) sA0 = tA0 .
In order to use the familiar path ordering construction for our purposes, we ab-
stract from the internal semantic structure of the mixed terms: for all ground terms
t 2 Term(F0[A0]) let t^ denote a new constant symbol of the same sort as t. Let T0 =
ft^jt 2 Term(F0[A0])g be the set of all these new constant symbols. We obtain a new
signature §0 = (S; F 0; fi0) that has the same sort symbols as §, however, more functions
symbols: F 0 = F [ T0. The arity function fi0 is a canonical extension of fi.
Now we deflne an abstraction operation a that converts a §[A0]-ground term into a
related §0-ground term. Let
a(s) =
‰
s^ if s 2 Term(F0[A0])
f(a(s1); : : : ; a(sn)) if s · f(s1; : : : ; sn) 62 Term(F0[A0]).
So, fi(s) results from s by replacing each maximal F1-free subterm t of s by the constant
t^.
Now let ‚syn be a syntactic precedence on F . We flrst deflne a precedence on the
augmented set of function symbols F 0. Let ‚sem be deflned on T0 by s^ ‚sem t^ iff s ‚sem
t, where s; t 2 Term(F0[A0]). Let >hier be the hierarchic precedence on F 0 satisfying
f >hier g iff f 2 F n F0 and g 2 T0. Finally let ‚pre=‚syn [ ‚sem [ >hier.
This precedence ‚pre induces a congruence relation …pre and a lexicographic path
ordering ´lpo on Term(F 0) according to the standard deflnition (see Dershowitz (1987)):
We flrst obtain a congruence relation …pre on Term(F 0) as follows: let s · f(s1; : : : ; sm)
and t · g(t1; : : : ; tn). Then s …pre t iff f …pre g, m = n and si …pre ti.
Next we obtain the lexicographic ordering ´lpo on Term(F 0) as follows: let s ´lpo t
iff (i) si ´lpo t or si …pre t for some i, or (ii) f >pre g and s ´lpo tj for all j, or (iii)
f …pre g, n = m, s1 …pre t1; : : : si …pre ti; si+1 ´lpo ti+1 for some i and s ´lpo tj for all
j.
We use these relations and the abstraction operation a to deflne related relations on
Term(F [A0]): for s; t 2 Term(F [A0]) let s …pre t iff a(s) …pre a(t). Analogously, let
s ´lpo t iff a(s) ´lpo a(t). We call ´lpo the lexicographic path ordering induced by the
syntactic precedence ‚syn and the semantic ordering >A0 .
Theorem 4.4. Let ´lpo be the lexicographic path ordering induced by a well-founded
syntactic precedence ‚syn on F and a well-founded semantic ordering >A0 on A0. Then
´lpo is a hierarchic ground reduction ordering.
Proof. The proof proceeds just as in the syntactic case. 2
a calculus for proving s ´lpo t
It remains to be shown how one can verify ordering relations if non-ground terms are
involved. For that purpose we brie°y outline a veriflcation calculus which captures the
ideas described above.
According to the discussion in Section 4.1 we need to prove termination of totally
restricted rewrite systems only. So we may assume that s and t are totally restricted wrt
°. Let S[[°]] denote a set of constrained relations of type s … t[[°]] and s ´ t[[°]]. The
following inference system O models the (slightly modifled) lexicographic path ordering
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decomposition. We write A0 j= ° ) s = t if A0 j= ¿(s) = ¿(t) for any §[A0]-ground
substitution ¿ satisfying °. In the sequel we assume that R is totally restricted.
(a)
S; s … t[[°]]
S[[°]]
if s and t are purely base wrt ° and if A0 j= ° ) s = t.
(b)
S; s … t[[°]]
S; s1 … t1[[°]]; : : : ; sm … tm[[°]]
if s and t are mixed wrt ° and s · f(s1; : : : ; sm), t · g(t1; : : : ; tm) and f …syn g.
(c)
S; x … x[[°]]
S[[°]]
if x is mixed wrt °.
(d)
S; s ´ t[[°]]
S[[°]]
if s and t are purely base wrt ° and (A0; >A0) j= ° ) s > t.
(e)
S; s ´ t[[°]]
S[[°]]
if s is mixed wrt ° and t is purely base wrt °.
(f)
S; s ´ t[[°]]
S; si ´ t[[°]]
if s and t are mixed wrt ° and s · f(s1; : : : ; sm) and i 2 f1; : : : ;mg.
(g)
S; s ´ t[[°]]
S; si … t[[°]]
if s and t are mixed wrt ° and s · f(s1; : : : ; sm) and i 2 f1; : : : ;mg.
(h)
S; s ´ t[[°]]
S; s ´ t1[[°]]; : : : ; s ´ tn[[°]]
if s and t are mixed wrt °, s · f(s1; : : : ; sm), t · g(t1; : : : ; tn) and f >syn g.
(i)
S; s ´ t[[°]]
S; s1 … t1[[°]]; : : : ; si¡1 … ti¡1[[°]]; si ´ ti[[°]]; s ´ t1[[°]]; : : : ; s ´ tm[[°]]
if s and t are mixed wrt ° and s · f(s1; : : : ; sm), t · g(t1; : : : ; tn) and f …syn g.
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(j)
S; s[x] ´ x[[°]]
S[[°]]
if x is mixed wrt °.
We write S[[°]] ‘O S 0[[°]] if S 0[[°]] results from S[[°]] by application of an inference
rule from O.
Lemma 4.3. Let …pre and ´lpo be deflned as above. Let S[[°]] ‘O S 0[[°]]. If ¿ satisfles
S 0[[°]] wrt …pre and ´lpo, then ¿ satisfles S[[°]] wrt …pre and ´lpo as well.
The proof of this lemma is straightforward. Now one directly obtains the following
result which enables one to verify decreasingness.
Theorem 4.5. Let R be totally restricted. Let ‚syn be a well-founded precedence on F
and let >A0 be a well-founded partial ordering on A0. If Ord(R) = S[[°]] ‘O ¢ ¢ ¢ ‘O ;[[°]]
for all R 2 R, then R is decreasing wrt A0.
Proof. We show that R is compatible with the lexicographic path ordering ´lpo which
is induced by ‚syn and >A0 . For that purpose we show according to Theorem 4.3 that
Ord(R) is valid wrt ´lpo (and …pre). Let ¿ be a ground substitution over §[A0] and let
R 2 R. As Ord(R) ‘O ¢ ¢ ¢ ‘O ;[[°]] and as ¿ satisfles ;[[°]] it follows from Lemma 4.3
that ¿ satisfles Ord(R) as well. 2
examples
We flrst consider a speciflcation of the division operation over the natural numbers.
Example 4.3.
Pre-deflned structures
sorts : nat; boole
operations : 0 : nat
t; f : boole
¡ : nat; nat! nat
‚: nat;nat! boole
given by
the algebra of natural numbers and boolean values
New structures
sorts :
operations : div : nat;nat! nat
variables : x; y : nat
deflned by the axioms:
div(x; y) = 0 if [[x 6‚ y]]
div(x; y) = div(x¡ y; y) + 1 if [[x ‚ y; y 6= 0]]
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The related rewrite system R is obtained from the axioms by directing the (conclusion)
equations from left to right. Note that R is totally restricted. Let >A0 be the natural
(well-founded) ordering on the natural numbers. Let ‚syn be induced by the following
relation: div >syn +. We want to verify that Ord(R) ‘ ¢ ¢ ¢ ‘ ; for every R 2 R. The flrst
rule R1 induced Ord(R1) = fdiv(x; y) ´ 0[[x 6‚ y]]g. The constrained relation div(x; y) ´
0[[x 6‚ y]] can be deleted by rule (e) due to the fact that div(x; y) contains a \new"
function symbol. Now we consider the second rule R2. Now Ord(R2) = fdiv(x; y) ´
div(x ¡ y; y) + 1[[x ‚ y; y 6= 0]]g. The constrained relation div(x; y) ´ div(x ¡ y; y) +
1[[x ‚ y; y 6= 0]] is decomposed by rule (h) into fdiv(x; y) ´ div(x ¡ y; y)[[x ‚ y; y 6=
0]]; div(x; y) ´ 1[[x ‚ y; y 6= 0]]g. The latter constrained relation can be deleted by rule
(e). The former is decomposed by rule (i) into fx ´ x ¡ y[[x ‚ y; y 6= 0]]; div(x; y) ´
x ¡ y[[x ‚ y; y 6= 0]]; div(x; y) ´ y[[x ‚ y; y 6= 0]]g. Now we use rule (e) to delete the
latter two constrained relations. Finally we use rule (d) in order to delete x ´ x¡ y[[x ‚
y; y 6= 0]]. Here we use the fact that (A0; >A0) j= (x ‚ y ^ y 6= 0) ) x > x ¡ y. Thus,
using Theorem 4.5 it follows that R is decreasing wrt A0. Hence ¡!RnA0 is terminating.
We consider the following rewrite system R0 over the signature §0 v § with F0 =
ft; f;nil; :g and F1 = femptyg:
R0 : empty(nil)! t
empty(X:L)! f:
Then the extension R = ext(R0) is:
R : empty(nil)! t
empty(X:L)! f [[b(X); b(L)]]
empty(X:L)! f [[b(X);nb(L)]]
empty(X:L)! f [[nb(X); b(L)]]
empty(X:L)! f [[nb(X);nb(L)]]:
Using the empty precedence we easily verify (using the inference rule (e)) that Ord(R)
is valid wrt l ´lpo r.
4.6. generalization to the multi-algebra case
The generalization of the previous results, which were based on the case of one single
base algebra, to the multi-algebra case is rather straightforward. For that purpose one
only has to replace the \single-algebra notions" by suitable \uniform notions":
An operationalized constrained conditional equation C is said to be uniformly valid iff
C is valid wrt #RnA0 for all A0 2 D0.
We say thatR is uniformly decreasing wrt D0 iffR is decreasing wrtA0 for allA0 2 D0.
Let ´D0= f´A0 j A0 2 D0g be a system of partial orderings on Term(F [A0]) and let
…D0= f…A0 j A0 2 D0g be a system of equivalence relations on Term(F [A0]). A set S[[°]]
of constrained relations of type s ´ t[[°]] (resp. s … t[[°]]) is said to be uniformly valid
wrt ´D0 (resp. …D0) iff s ´ t[[°]] (resp. s … t[[°]]) is valid wrt ´A0 (resp. …A0) for all
A0 2 D0.
Theorem 4.6. Let Spec = (§0 v §; E)[[D0]] be a given speciflcation. Let R be a totally
restricted rewrite system for E. Let R be uniformly decreasing wrt D0. Let Crit(R) be
uniformly valid. Then Spec is uniformly consistent.
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In order to show uniform decreasingness by the calculus developed above we only have
to change rule (a) and (c) slightly. If we add the condition \for all A0 2 D0", then we
even obtain the following result:
Theorem 4.7. Let ‚syn be a well-founded precedence on F and let >A0 be a well-founded
partial ordering on A0 for every A0 2 D0. If Ord(R) = S[[°]] ‘O ¢ ¢ ¢ ‘O ;[[°]] for all
R 2 R, then R is uniformy decreasing wrt D0.
We flnally use these results to show that the speciflcation of Horner evaluation (see
Example 1.2 in the introduction) is uniformly consistent.
First we verify that the rewrite system R resulting from the axioms in the canonical
fashion is uniformly decreasing wrt D0. For that purpose let >A0 be the empty relation
for all A0 2 D0. Let >syn be the obvious precedence (horner >syn +; ⁄). Note that in
this particular case our calculus works just as in the syntactic case. So one easily verifles
that Ord(R) ‘O ¢ ¢ ¢ ‘O ;[[°]] for all R 2 R.
Now one easily verifles that no critical pairs are induced by R. It follows from Corol-
lary 4.1 that the speciflcation is indeed uniformly consistent.
5. Conclusions and Perspectives
Our approach provides a general framework about how to integrate pre-deflned struc-
tures into an equational speciflcation environment. We did not consider special instanti-
ations of the framework here. However, to be of practical interest, such special instanti-
ations have to be developed and implemented. This means that concrete domains resp.
theories, represented by concrete base algebras resp. concrete classes of base algebras,
have to be built into the general framework. This induces new problems: in order to en-
able functional-style computations by using a semantically enriched rewrite relation, one
has to develop procedures for matching and constraint solving modulo the concrete alge-
bras of discourse. In this context one may use results which have already been obtained
in the context of constrained logic programming.
Our goal goes beyond such computation. In a second step we want to perform strong
equational reasoning on the non-ground level. It is of particular interest to develop meth-
ods for inductive theorem proving modulo the given pre-deflned structures. To give an
example, let the following structures continue Example 1.2:
Example 5.1.
New structures
sorts :
operations : even : poly! boole
deflned by the axioms
even(a!)) = t
even(a:b!) = t if [[b = 0]]
even(a:b!) = f if [[b 6= 0]]
even(a:b:A) = even(A) if [[b = 0]]
even(a:b:A) = f if [[b 6= 0]]
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Now one would like to prove that the conditional equation
even(A) = t) horner(A;¡(x)) = horner(A; x)
is valid in all canonical term algebras induced by the actualizations of the speciflcation
(resp. by the models of the ring axioms). In Becker (1994) we have shown how this can
be done (in the particular case of quasi-syntactic rewrite systems).
Strongly related to the problem of how to prove inductive validity is the problem
of how to prove ground joinability. The latter as well is usually based on non-ground
resp. schematized (inductive) equational reduction steps. As outlined in Section 4, the
latter problem appears if one wants to prove that the rewrite relation of discourse is
con°uent. To give a non-trivial example we continue Example 1.1 by specifying the
prime factorization of a natural number.
Example 5.2.
New structures
sorts :
operations : ins : nat; list! list
fac : nat! list
deflned by the axioms
ins(x;nil) = x:nil
ins(x; a:A) = a: ins(x;A) if [[x > a]]
ins(x; a:A) = x:a:A if [[:x > a]]
fac(0) = nil
fac(1) = nil
fac(x ⁄ y) = ins(x; fac(y)) if prime(x) = t; [[x; y 2 D0]]
In order to show con°uence of the local-semantic rewrite relation induced by the (canoni-
cally oriented) axioms, one has to prove ground joinability (i.e. validity wrt #RnA0) of the
following critical pair: prime(x) = t; prime(x0) = t ) ins(x; fac(y))= ins(x0; fac(y0))[[x ⁄
y = x0 ⁄ y0]]: The latter is a non-trivial problem, capturing the uniqueness of the prime
factorization.
The way to prove inductive validity and ground joinability is well understood (see
Wirth and Becker (1994)). The particular problems arising in our semantically enriched
context result from the fact that a lot of information is stored in the constraints in
an implicit fashion. To handle it, one either has to make it more explicit (by constraint
propagation), or one has merely to collect it and check its consistency. Both ways amount
in problems concerning the pre-deflned structures only. Here again one may use results
about constraint reasoning which have been developed in a related context.
We flnally comment on some generalizations of our approach. It is straightforward to
iterate the process of building in a base algebra (class of base algebras). As outlined
above, a speciflcation Spec = (§0 v §; E1)[[A0]] induces a canonical term algebra TSpec.
Now we can use TSpec as a base algebra A1 in a next iteration step. Turned the other
way around, we can as well assume that the given base algebra A0 is already the result
of a former speciflcation step.
In our approach we have made a distinction between base and mixed objects. Another
distinction would be of interest too, the distinction between constructs which denote a
base object on the one hand and junk constructs on the other hand. A way to make
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available such distinctions would be to introduce a more general kind of axioms. In our
approach above we have treated axioms like C[x][[x 2 D0]], which could be written as
well in the form 8x 2 D0 : C[x]. Now one could introduce m ore general axioms like
8x : (9y 2 D0 : x = y) ) C[x]. As far as we see, no new problems result from such a
generalization.
To conclude, our approach seems to provide a theoretically satisfying framework for
equational speciflcations with pre-deflned structures. Future work has to show whether
the practical problems can be solved in a satisfying fashion too.
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